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ELLIOT STOCK'S NEW BOOKS.
In crown 8vo., cloth,

pric~

2s. net.

OBER-AMMERGAU AND ITS GREAT PASSION DRAMA
OF 1900. By AGNES GRANT HAY.

"The play is exceedingly well written and well constructed, and manifests not a little genius.
Hay's little volume will be read "l"ith interest. "-Perthshire Advertuer.

Mrs.

In crown 8vo., paper cover, price 6d.

THE DEVIL AND HIS ANGELS.

Being Extracts from

EDWABD WHITE'S "Life in Christ."
In crown 8vo., paper cover, 6d. net.

DESTRUCTIVE RESULTS OF THE HIGHER CRITICISM.
As disclosed in Modern Criticism and the Preaching of the Old Testament. B.v the Rev.
JA:MES JoHNSTON, Senior Minister, St. James' United Free Church, Glasgow; Author of
"A Century of Christian Progress," "China and Formosa," "China and its Future,'' etc.
In crown Svo., paper cover, price 6d.

MATTER AND MIND : How Connected, and the Laws
that Govern Them.

By J. BEECROFT.
In paper covt>r, price 3d.

THE UNIVERSAL FATHERHOOD OF GOD.
jects on THE LARGER HoPE.

Short Sub-

By L. H.

ELLIOT STOCK, 62, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON, E.C.

HODDER AND STOUGHTON'S LIST.
THE LIFE OF THE MASTER.

By Rev. JoHN WATSON, M.A., D.D.

With sixteen

full-page Illustrations in Colours by an Artist sent specially to Palestine. Royal Svo., cloth, 25s. net.
(Prospectus on application.)
"Dr. Watson's noble book is not so much a portrait of Christ as it is Ohrist Himself. . . . The ever·living
Christ set forth in actions which never cease, and in attributes of immortal enery."-DR. JoSEPH PARKER.
"Than 'The Life of the Master' there could not well be a more seasonable book. . • . In external appearance, as well as in general get-up, the Yolume is, indeed, one of the handsomest of the season."-Scotsman.

THE PULPIT BIBLE.

Original Notes and Comments on Holy Scripture from Genesis to

Revelation. By Rev. J oBEPH PARKER, D. D. Strongly bound In Persian Ievant, £2 2s. net. (Prospectus
on application.)
"We have put' The Pulpit Bible' at the head of our' Gift-book' notices because it would not be easy to
find one of more dignified form and greater usefulness.''-Spectator.
"Dr. Parker has produced a volume which will not only keep his memory green for ages to come, but will
also be of inestimable service to many. It ought to be largely in use as a gift-book to ministers and heads of
families at the coming Christmas."-DR. MARCUS Dons in the British Weekly.

CULTURE AND RESTRAINT.

By Rev. HUGH BLACK, M.A., Edinburgh.

Second

Edition. Crown Svo., cloth, 6s.
"From the first page to the last the book is thoroughly well informed, fair-minded in the highest degree,
acute In criticism, and written with an engaging lucidity of style. It is also enriched and beautified by many
apt quotations, and should be persuasive with all schools through its pervading human sympathy."-IAN
MACLAREN.

APOSTOLIC OPTIMISM, and other Sermons.

ByRtv. J. H. JowE:rT,M.A.,

Birmingham. Second Edition. Crown Svo., cloth, 6s.
"The volutne is a great refreshment. As we breathe its bracing air, and take in its great hnrizons, we
realize afresh the grea";ness of the pulpit's mission when adequately conceived, the infinite 1mportance both
to individual and to national life of the message the true preacher has to bring."-Christian World.

THE CHURCH'S ONE FOUNDATION.

w. RosERTSON NICOLL, LL.D.

Second Edition.

THE PROGRESS OF DOGMA.

Christ and Recent Criticism.

By the Rev.

Crown Svo., cloth, Ss. ed.

Being the Elliott Lectures, delivered at the Western

Theo~ogical Seminary, Allegheny, Penna., U.S.A. By JAME~ O.aR, M. A., D.D., ProfesRor of Apologetiq_s
and Sy~Stematic Theo~gy, United Free Church College, Glasgow. Large crown Svo., cloth, 7~. 6d.

"The learning sh.own is very great, and the power of wielding it so as still to preserve the readable
character of the work is remarkab_le_,_"-_s_c_o_rs_m_"_"_·- - - - - - - - - LONDON: HODDER AND STOUGHTON, 27, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.
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BOOKS FOR THE HEART.
Edited with an Introduction to each Volume by the Rev. ALEXANDER SMELLIE•
M.A. Foolscap 8vo., printed on .antique wove paper, cloth boards, gilt
top, 21il. 6d. each.
New Volume juAt added.

THE CHRISTIAN'S GREAT INTEREST.

By WILLJ.AM

GUTHRIII:,

Other Volumes in the Series.

THE CONFESSIONS OF ST. AUGUSTINE.

Third Reprint

of this Edition.
"No cheap edition of 'The Confessions' that we know of can at all be compared with this in beauty of
o0utward form.. Type, paper, and binding are alike irreproachable."-Church Times.

GRACE ABOUNDING TO THE CHIEF OF SINNERS. By
JOHN BUNYAN.

Dr. ALEXANDER WHYTB, Author of "Bunyan's Characters,'' writes :-"My best thanks for your beautiful
• Grace Abounding.' Go on with such good work."

THE HEIDELBERG CATECHISM. A R.evised Translation.
"We rejoice in the possession of the little book.

It has given us delight, through its introduction . . . •

lloet catechisms a.i'e for the head, but this is really • a book of the heart.' "-Expository Times.

THE. JOURNAL OF JOHN WOOLMAN. With an Appreciation by

JoHN GREENLEA~' WHITTlER.

"The Journal is quaint reading, and the language is charmingly piquant. "-Boobnan.
" To read his quaint, gracious jottings is to breathe an air of pious peace and sturdy devotion to
practical righteousness. For devotional stimulus and preparation for personal communion with God, this
will be a sweet aid."-Sword and Trowel.

QUIET HOURS.

By JoHN PuLSI!'ORD, D.D.

Third Reprint of

this Edition.
"It i• a casket of jewels from which flash the many-coloured rays of well-cut gems. It is essentially a
volume for thoughtful men and women of reverent mind, and to them the pages often conned will be ever
1resh."-Rock.

THE RELIGIOUS AFFECTIONS. By JoNATHAN EDWAHDS.
"My heart bounded when I sa.w 'The Religious Affections' announced under your editorship, and so
<Jheap too. . . . Many whose blessing is worth earning will bless you for Edwards' masterpisce in this
beautiful shape.''-ALEXANDIIR WHnE, Edinburgh.

Other Volumes in Preparation.
Uniform with the Above.

THE SUPREMACY OF MAN. By JoHN PuLSITORD, D.D.
"Whoever does not rise from its perusal, uplifted and solemnised by a more vivid realizatio_n of the
greatness of man's po.ssi.bilities and destiny, must be either very far on or very far back."-lndtan S. 8 .
.Journal.

QUIET HOURS. Second Series. By JoHN PuLSFORD, D.D.
4

"We question whether there is in our language a :finer exrosition of the Apostle Peter's doctli.ne of
Precious Faith' in its origin and progress than we find here .. . "-Baptist Magaaine.

LoNDON: THE SUNDAY SCHOOL UNION, 57 & 59, LUDGATE HILL, E.C!
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" HOME WORDS " GIFT BOOKS.
'' The Best Oift is a Oood Book.''
Cloth gilt, special Art paper.

Price 5s.

FOR LENT AIID·CONFIRMATION.

NEW CENTURY HYMNS FOR THE
CHRISTIAN YEAR.

I.--A New Edition. Tenth Thousand.
gilt, Is. 6d.

By the Rev. F. W. 0RnE WARD, B. A.,

THE OLD COSPEL EVER NEW.

Author of'' Ma tin Bells," etc.

"These hymns offer us, in effect, a substitute
for Keble's 'Christian Year.' "_:Record.
Now Ready.

With Portraits and lllustra·

tions. 2s.
" NEAR THE THRONE." Prances Ridley
Havergal: the Sweet Singer and the
Royal Writer.
By the Rev. CHARLES BuLLOCK, B. D.,
Formerly Rector of St. Nicholas', Worcester, Author of
"The Way Home," ''The Old Gospel Ever New," et~

Ho.ndsome bevelled cloth gilt. Ss. 6d.

WONDERLAND WONDERS.
By the Rev. JoHN IsA1lELL, F.E.S.,
Author of" The Insect World," etc.

Many first-class Illustrations by Louis Wain and
others.
''It is written in a very attractive style, and
contains many interesting facts concerning birds
and animals which cannot fail to delight and
instruct readers of all ages. The lllu.trations
by Cecil Aldin, Louis Wain, and others, are
excellent.''- Westminster Gazette.
Handsomely bound, with Illustrations.
pages. Ss. 6d.

346

THE SHADOW LIFTED ; or, The Home
Magnet.
By ANNIE LucAS, Author of "Leonie."
"The special purpose of the tale-to promote
home happiness, and throw light upon the
' shadows' of home discipline - the 'clouds '
which so often, as Cowper sang, 'break with
blessing' -may fittingly be regarded as an ex·
pression and a memory of one whose life's
ministry of loving service was a source of sun~h!netoman~y,,._"_________________________

lllustrated Edition of the Popular Work. Large
crown Svo., cloth gilt, bevelled, 5s.

DAYSPRING: A Story of the Time of
William Tyndale.
By the late EMMA MARSHALL,
Author of ''Mother and Son," etc.

New and Revised Edition.

Price. in cloth gilt,

Is.
HEART CHEER FOR HOME SORROW.

By the Rev. CHARLES BULLOCK, B. D.
"A sweet little anthology of pieces, in prose
and poetry, designed to comfort them that
mourn. All we meet In his pages is fair and
good."-Sunday School CMonicle.

I•

An Illustrated Booklet, together with Lists of Books
speciafly offered this Season at reduced prices, wifl

i

be sent to any reader of '' CHURCHMA/11" on application to the Manager,

LONDON:

Cloth

The Story of Naaman; or, Bin and its Cure.
"The Old Gospt>l is Ever New." The Gospel,
in its essential simplicity, is as truly·the utterance of what may be termed the "historic
parable" of Naaman'sstoryin the Old Testament
as it is the utteranc'O of the Divino Teacher's
inimitable po.rable of "The Prodigal Son" in the
New Testament. "The Way Home" of the sinner
to God is th~ lesson of both parables. Hence the
writer's aim has simply been to prodt1ce a. com·
panion volume to his former book, "The Way
Home," which he trusts, by God's blessing, may
help to fasten the minds of anxious and enquir·
ing readers on the same essential veritles of
Gospel truth, which are certainly less prominently
dwelt upon than they used to be.- The Preface. ·
II.

THE WAY HOME.

An Earthly Story with a Heavenly Meaning.
Price Is. 6d,

Notices and Reviews.
"I think it worthy of the character of ' The
Way Home.' "-Canon Hugh Stowell, M. A.
" We heartily hope it may have a large circulation."-Church of England Magazine.
"Replete with Gospel truth.''-The R.v. lJr.
Bonar.
" We very cordially recommend it."-Chrishan
.&dvocate.

"It is a book for mast<ft-s and servants, for
ministers and people, for parents and children,
for old and young, for rich and poor, for the self·
righteous and self-condemned, for the penitent
and impenitent. May it have a wide circuJa.
tion."-Rev. Ca'lwn Marsh, D.D.

SPECIAL PRICES TO THE CLERGY AND
OTHERS.

*•*

The two volumes, which have already
passe<! through many editions, were originally
issued at the price of 3s. 6d. They are now in
an illustrated omd more attractive form sold for
One Shilli11g and Sixpence, furnishing an example
of the possible cheapness of books, if they can be
printed in numb~:rs corresponding with the circulation of our popular Magazines. The publisher
will be glad to forward Specimen Copy free by pest
to any address on receipt of twelve stamps fur
each, and to quote special prices for quantities
upon application.
Cloth gilt. For Presentation. Ss. 6d.
CENTENARY OF COWPER: A Book for Every
Home.

THE POET OF HOME LIFE.

By ANDREW JAME$ i:lYMINOTON, F.R.S.N.A.
With Centenary Papers by the Very Rev. Dean
Farrar, D. D., the Rev. John Callis, M.A., Canon
Wilton, M.A., the Rev. Charles Bullock, B.D.,
and others.
With 24 Fine Art Illustrations.

"HOME WORDS" OFFICE, ll,

LUDGATE SQUARE, LUDGATE

HILL, E.C.
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The Church's Outlook for the Twentieth Century.
Now READY.

In crown Svo., bound in cloth, price 2s. 6d. net,

Theology, Old and New.
By REV. W. F. COBB, D.D., Rector of St. Ethelburga, Bishopsgate.
This work is the First Volume of a New Series of Handbooks on Current Ecclesiastical Problems entitled

THE CHURCH'S OUTLOOK FOR THE TWENTIETH CENTURY,
and will be followed at abort intervals by others.

'

'

,

"Dr. Cobb approaches his subject in a liberal spirit. His grasp of many fundamentals is strong, and his
tone reverent."-Ch:urckrnan.
"The, work altogether Is a m~st suggestive an~ capable contribution to that great work of theological
,reconstruction which religious thmkers of every Church and party real1ze as the immediate work bufore
them."-Okristian World.
,

A NEW ILLUSTRATED LIFE OF CHRIST.
In large crown Svo., tastefully printe~ and illustrated, bound in cloth, gilt lettered,
pnce 5s. net.

The Son of Man :

A Plain History of the Life
of Our Lord Jesus Christ.

By ALEY FOX.
With a Preface by PREBENDARY E. C. SUMNER GIBSON, D. D.
"The writer treats her great subject with becoming reverence and thoroughness."- Dundee Advertiser.
"The book will really be found a safe and valuable aid to devotional study."-Rock.
''A simply-written life of our Lord ; likely to be especially useful for young people and readers who need
a plain and straightforward narrative."-Ym·kshire Post

In crown Svo., cloth, gilt lettered, price 3s. 6d.

'Two Treatises on the Church.
Tb11 First by THOMAS JACKSON, D.D. ("one of the best and greatest minds our Church has
nurtured").
The Second by ROBERT SANDERSON, D.D., formerly Lord Bishop of Lincoln.
TO WHICH IS ADDED

A LETTER OF BISHOP COSIN.
On "The Validity of the Orders of the Foreign Reformed Churches," printed previously
in 1843 and now reprinted verbatim
"At the present time the work has a peculiar interest, and the new edition should be widely welcomed."
-RIMk.

"Both treatises are thoughtful and scholarly compositions,"-Family Churchman,

In crown Svo., cloth, gilt lettered, price 6s.

Redemption According
to the Eternal Purpose.
By the

Rev. W.

SHIRLEY.

ELLIOT STOCK, 62, --h\.TERNOSTER · ROW, LONDON, E. C.
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BOOKS FOR LENT.
·BY THE LATE LORD BISHOP OF LONDON.
In foolscap Svo., tastefully printed and bound, price 5s.

COUNSELS FOR CHURCHPEOPLE.
THE

~lOUT

HON. AND

FROM THE WRITINGS OF
~IOHT ~EV. MANDELL
The late Lord Bishop oj London.

C~EIOHTON,

D.D.,

SELECTED AND ARRANGED BY J. H. BURN, B.D.
"It would be difficult to overestimate the value of a book like ' Counsels for Churchpeople.'
Bishop
Creighton is invariably clear, sensible, and suggestive, and his manner of treatment is admirably united tu
the mental habits of the tlme.''-Littratu>·e.

UNIFORM WITH THE ABOVE.
Tastefully printed and bound.

Price 5s., post free.

THE LIFE OF CHRISTIAN SERVICE :
(J @ooft of ~e1)ofion"f t6oug6ta.
From the Writings of F. W. FARRAR, D.D., F.R.S., Dean of Canterbury.
arranged by J. H. BuRN, B.D.

Selected and

"An exceedingly valuable work, full of the choicest gems, brilliant and penetrating Many a dull hour
can be made bright and cheerful by studying the thoughts of the venerable Dean, as depicted in the pages of
'The Life of Christian Service.' "-Family Churchman.
"Devotional readers will find very little to dissent from in these pages. They will certainly find much
from which to profit, and, it is needless to say, many brilliant passages of great eloquence and power.''-Newa.

Tastefully printed and bound, gilt top. 5s.

HELPS TO FAITH AND PRACTICE:
(J ~ooft of ~e1)ofion"f (!le"binga.
From the Writings of HENRY SoOT'!' HOLLAND, M.A., Canon and Precentor of St. Paul's
Cathedral. Selected and arranged by J. H. BuRN, B.D.
"It will greatly please the admirers of the orator and preacher, and gratify his friends as a remembrance
of his deeds of kindness."--Churchwoman.
"There is not a page which does not contain a helpful thought or an inspiring message.''-Quiver.
''A very charming book of devotional readings."-B1-istol Mercurv.
"A volume of reflections which will certainly prove helpful to many an earnest-minded person."-Churclo

Gazette.

"We can recommend the book to those who have but little time for devotional reading.''--Church Review.
"The book will prove very useful for short Lenten readings."-Pilot.

SECOND EDITION.-In foolscap 8vo., tastefully printed and handsomely bound, price 5s.

HELPS TO GODLY LIVING :
(J @ooft of ~e1)ofion"f t6oug6ta.
From the Writings of the Right Honourable and Most Reverend FREDERICK 'l'EMPLE, D.D.,
LORU ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY. Selected and arranged, with His Grace's permission,
by J. H. BURN, B.D•

•

"We shall be surprised if this quiet little book does not do a solid amount of good on these lines.

Church

men will receive it with a cordial welcome. u -Guardian.
_," T,!>e boo~ is a distinct aid to devotional literature, the presence of an index contributing also to its
..--...ue. -Famtly Churchman.
,
::A good and suitable aid to meditation.'' -Chu?·ch Family Newspaper.
"If~ wobeark is likely to prove a helpful addition to devotionalliterature.''-Aberdeen Journal.
a
utiful book. The best possible souvenir of Archbishop Temple.''-Expository Times.

ELLIOT STOCK, 62, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON, E.C.
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NEW VOLUME OF

"THE CHURCH'S OUTLOOK FOR THE TWENTIETH CEBTURY n SERIES.
In crown 8vo., cloth, gilt lettered, price 2s. 6d. net.

OUR ATTITUDE TOWARDS
ENGLISH ROMAN CATHOLICS
AND THE PAPAL COURT.
By ARTHUR GALTON, B.A.,
Sometime Priest in the Roman Catholic Church.

'7r'HE Author has endeavoured in this work to explain the constitutional attitude of
\,1,; Englishmen towardg English Roman Catholics, by examining the history of the
Papacy, and its various relations towards England in the past. The growth of the
Papacy is examined and explained. The state of the Church in England during the Papal
Supremacy, from Henry II. to Henry VIII., is discussed, as well as the causes, nature, and
progress of the Reformation. The fierce battle of the Papacy against Queen Elizabeth, and
the methods of the Jesuits in waging it, are treated at some length. A clear distinction is
made between the various Nations and Churches in communion with Rome and the Papal
Court which has now come to rule them as a centralised and autocratic organisation, claiming
to be infallible.
The whole subject is treated historically, without any political or sectarian bias. A high
tribute is paid to the English Roman Catholic body, as distinguished from the Papal Curia ;
and the incompatibility of the English and Roman spirits, in method, in government, and in
principles, is illustrated by history.
The following list of the subjects treated of in the work will show its character and scope:Introductory.
The Patriarchates.
The Roman Patriarch.
British and English Christianity.
The Foundations of the Papal Legend.
The Norman and Papal Conquest of England.
The New Learning and the En~lish Reformation.
The Disendowment of the Rehgious Orders.
The Reformation of the Church.
Henr;r VIII.
The Council of Trent and the New Romanism.

Elizabeth's Battle against the Papacy.
The Stuarts and the Revolution.
The Society of Friends and Suppression of the
Jesuits.
The Revival of the Papacy and the InfallibUity
of the Pope.
The Principles of the Modem Papacy Unchanged.
The Effects and Future of Papacy.
The Present Position of Roman Catholics in
England.

The following volumes of the CHURCH's OuTLOOK SERIES will be issued at short intervals :

THE PLACE OF THE LAITY IN THE CHUR.CH. By Right Rev. ALFRED BARRT,
D.D., ll.C.L., sometime Bishop of Sydney.
By Rev. G. H. S. WALPOLE, D.D., Principal of Bede College,
Durham.
HOME MISSION WOR.LD. By Rev. R. W. HARRIS, M.A., sometime Secretary East
London Church Fund.
THE ENR.ICHMENT OF THE PR.A YER. BOOK. By Rev. F. E. BRIGHTHAN, M~A.,
Librarian, Pusey House, Oxford.

PER..SONAL R.ELIOION.

The tlrst Volume of the Series, entitle.d .. ~Seofogg. <bfb unb QJeN<• ean
be had of any Bookseller, or of the Publisher,
ELLIOT STOCK, 62, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON, E.C.
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SECOND EDITION NOW READY.

In square crown Svo., handsomely bound in cloth, and fully illustrated.
Price 6s. net •.

lN A MINSTER GARDEN.
A CA USERIE OF THE OLD TIME AND THE NEW.

By the DEAN OF ELY.
6\. Qrltatming J;utct.esion of <!iossiping Qrltapttt.e.
lmitlt many quaint anb pidnttsqut :J!Uustration.e of tltt J;took.e anb Qromtt.e of <!Uy
Qrll:ihtbtal anb its J;u:nounbing.e.
"A delightful book ; contains numerous pleasing illustrations of Ely Minster and garden,
and the cover is tastefully designed.''-Ohurch Bells.
"It is a book to possess and dip into very often, betraying the personality of the writer, and
teaching much that is well worth learning of the past, especially that past connected with the
old minster."-Bookman.
"In this volume Dean Stubbs reveals himself as a verse writer of no mean ability."-Globe.
"Succeeds in bringing before us the wealth of historical, legendary, literary, and scenic
material connected with Ely.'' -Daily Gmphic.
" A book which has infused into it the charm and the calm restfulness of the cathedral
close. The Dean gives us an olla podrida of history, poetry, anecdote and dialogue. There is
_a mingled flavour of scholar11hip, music, antiquarianism, and love of nature. Charmingly
illustrated with features of beauty-spots of the cathedral and its surroundings." -Christian
World.
LONDON:

ELLIOT STOCK, 62, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.

In Medium Bvo., printed on Art Paper and tastefully bound and fully illustrated,
price Bs. 6d. net.

SCOTTISH CATHEDRALS
AND ABBEYS:
THEIR HISTORY AND ASSOCIATIONS
BY M. E. LEICESTER ADDIS.
" The volume has a good equipment of photographic illustrations, and should prove both
·
readable and instructive."-Scotsman.
"Mr. Addis's book can be confidently commended to the increasing class who take a genuine
interest in the ecclesiastical landmarks of the past."-Glasgow H tratd.
"The book is written with considerahle literary ability, and its charm is enhanced by many
admirable illustrations."-Standard.
" We congratulate the author on his handsome volume." -Pall M all Gazette.
:• Th~ book is well illustrated by photography, and is a thoroughly interesting survey of its
BUbJect. -.Academy.
LONDON: ELLIOT STOOK, 62, PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.
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EDUCATIONAL.

DOVER COLLEGE

"lleabmaster: REV. W. C. COMPTON, M.A.
XHIBITIONS (£20) for Sons of Clergy. Full Fees, £80. Recent Successes include
Six Scholarships (open) at Oxford and Cambridge. Nineteen out of twenty-one passed
direct, first try, into Woolwich and Sandhurst.
Every Boy has a separate Bedroont.

E

SEPARATE JUNIOR SCHOOL FOR BOYS UNDER THIRTEEN.

WORCESTER CATHEDRAL KING'S SCHOOL.
Head Master: Rev. W. H. CHAPPEL, M.A.,
Formerly Scholar of Worcester College, Oxford, and lately Assistant and House Master at .Warlborough College.
First-Grade Endowed School. Public Schuol Education at moderate cost. Twenty King's Scholars
receive Tuition Free. Election annually in November. Valuable Exhibitions at the Universities. Spacious
modern Boarding House. Healthy Site. Special Terms to sons of Clergy.
For Prospectus and Honour List apply, THE HEAD MASTER, ScHoOL HousE, WoRCESTER.

DAVENTRY GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
Founded A.D. 1600.
puBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATION at moderate cost. Resident staff of University Graduates in Honours.
Entrance scholarships. Special terms for sons of clergy ILlld medical men. 8ound Church teaching.
Healthy situation, 800 feet above sea-level. Good buildings. Large Playing· fields, Laboratory, Gymnasium,
Fives' Court. Experienced Matron.

Entrance Scholarship for Sons of Clergy naturally reducing Fees.
For Prospectus apply: REv. H. JoRNBON, Head Master.

WARWICK

SCHOOL.

HEAD MASTER: Rev. R. PERCIVAL BROWN, M.A.., LATE ScHoLAR oF TRINITY CoLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE.

Fees.

£80.

THE School was chartered by Edward the Confessor. Buildings entirely modern on beautiful and healthy
country site. Chapel, Gymnasium, Sanatorium, Workshop, Fives' Court, Bicycle House, etc. Excellent
boarding.houses for over lOO boarders. Classical and Modern •ides. Sober Church teaching. Special Army
and Navy classes. Leading Exhibitions of £50. Boys may enter the Junior House from the age of eight.

THE FER:NS, 133, GREE:N LA:NES, :N.
(Near Hlghbury New Park, London.)

RS. WATKIN :(successor to the MISSES BIRCHALL) receives a limited number of RESIDENT PUPILS.
Large Staff of highly.qualified Teachers. Home comforts and loving care, combined with a high. class
education, based upon Evangelical Christian principles. Eminent Profesbors attend for Languages, Elocution,
Science Lectures, the Accomplishments, etc. Preparation for all Examinations. Large Garden for Tennis
and other Games. Domestic Students received. TERMS: 60 to 75 guineas per annum. Highest references
to Clergymen, Parents, etc.

M

SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT FOR ENTIRE CHARGE OF PUPILS FROM ABROAD.

NOW READY.

CHEAP AND EIGHTH EDITION.

In demy 12mo., tastefully printed and bound, Is. 6!!. post free.

NOTES FOR BOYS
Morals, Mind, and Manner•. By "AN

(and their Fathers) on

0LU BOY."

"The advice is simply excellent. It is practical, minute, and although high·toned, not too stringent."
-li.terary World.
"The teaching is high-principled, liberal·minded, and drawn from practical experlence."-Christian World.
"An admirable little volume, full of sound sense and wise suggestions, plenty of sympathy. with whole·
some liberty."-Daily Nw;s.

ELLIOT STOCK, 6:.:!, PATERNOSTER. ROW, LONDON, E.C.
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ECCLESIASTICAL INSURANCE OFFICE, LIK.
FIRE INSURANCE.

'BURGLARY INSURANCE.

GLASS INSURANCE.

The Surplus Profits are devoted to Institutions, etc., for the benefit of the Clergy and of Church objects.
Already a sum of .£33,000 has been so distributed, including £3,000 to the Queen Victoria Clergy Fnnd.

For Information and Forms, apply at the Joint Offices of the Ecclesiastical Insurance Office,
Llm., and the Clergy Pensions Institution, 11, Norfolk .Street, .Strand, London, W.C.

JOHN DUNCAN, F.I.A., Secretary.
"This is a serious attempt made in good faith to help the Clergy to help themselves, and to husband the
existing resources of the Church."- Guardian.

CLERGY

PENSIONS

FOUNDED

1886.

INSTITUTION.

INCORPORATED

1892.

The distinguishing characteristic of the scheme of the Institution may be concisely stated in the three
words, "Self-help aided." Clergymen who wish to secure the benefits of the Institution for themselves or their
families, exercise self-help by making payments in purchase of Benefits; while Honorary Contributions are
applied to augment the Benefits so purchased. The Institution comprises the following:
1. Clergy Pensions Fund ; 2. Sickness Fund; 3. Widows and Orphans Fund ;. 4. Daughters
Fund; 5. Other Benefits Fund; 6. Personal Accident Assurance (Clergy); 7. Accidents to
Employees (Assurance of Liability of Clergy as Employers).

For Information and Forms, apply at the Joint Offices of the Ecclesiastical Insurance Office,
Llm., and the Clergy Pensions Institution, 11, Norfolk .Street, Strand, London, W.C.
JOHN DUN CAN, F.I.A., Secretary and Actuary.

METROPOLITAN DRINKING FOUNTAIN & CATTLE TROUGH ASSOCIATION.
PATRONESs-HER MAJESTY QUEEN ALEXANDRA.
FUNDS URGENTLY NEEDED. SUPPORTED ENTIRELY BY VOLUNTARY CONTRmUTIONS.
Offices: 70, VICTORIA ·STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

President-HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF PORTLAND, K.G., etc., etc.
Chairman-MAJOR-GENERAL HON ..H. F. EATON.
Treasurer-HENRY GURNEY, Esq.
Secretary-CAPTAIN W. HOLMES.
Committee-VENERABLE ARCHDEACON SlNCLAIR.
This is the only Soc\lety providing FREE SUPPLIES OF WATER FOR MAN AND BEAST IN THE
STREETS OF LONDON. The Association being entirely dependent npon voluntary contributions of the
bene.volent for ability to sustain and extend its work, the COMMITTEE VERY EARNESTLY APPEAL
FOR LIBERAL HELP, to continue a work which has done so much to promote Temperance and alleviate
suffering.
Annual Subscriptic ns and Donations will be thankfully received by the Bankers, Messrs. Barclay and Co.,
I, Pall Mall, East, S. W., and 54, Lombard Street, E. C., or by the Secretary.

Mrs. Harcourt Mite hell w1ites : "Churchwomen should support an organ of their own."
"The Churchwoman" is published specially for Churchwomen, therefore Churchwomen should support

QCburcb\uoman.
AN ILLUSTRATED DEVOTIONAL AND PRACTICAL REVIEW.
EDITED BY

G. M. IRELAND BLACKBURNE and H. P. K. SKIPTON.

Published every Friday, Price 1 d.

Annual Subscription, 6s. 6d., post free.

THE CONTENTS DURINO THE PA.ST YEAR HAVE INCLUDED:

Articles

" Reasons Why."
By the late Mrss CHARLOTTE M. YONGE.

"The China. Cupboard."
By M1ss CHRlSTABEL COLERIDGE.

"Sunda.y by Sunda.y."

By the R ..v. MELVILLE SCOTT.

Hymn Tunes.

By ARTHUR HENRY BROWN.

By the VERY REv. PROVOST BALL, MRS. BENSON MRs. JEHOME MERCIER, and other
writ~rs of note, while the general contents include a Devotional Kalendar and Teaching,
Leaders and well-informed Notes on Current
Topics Reports of Church Meetings and Ch!iritable Work, A Young People's Page, Articles on
Needlework and Women's Work generally; Reviews of Book~, and Correspondence.

Specimen Copies sent post free upon application.
PUBLISHING

OFFICES : 2, EXETER STREET, STRAND, LONDON,

w.c.
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MORAVIAN MISSIONS.
(ESTABLISHED 1732.)

OLDEST TO HEATHEN-FIRST TO LEPERS.

Present Position and Pressing Needs.
FOR GENE~A~ fUN_D.-largely in~r~ased annual. help (at least
£4,000) If ex1stmg MISsiOns are to be mamtamed and Deficiency averted.
FOR THE LEPER HOME, Jerusalem, £250 of the £500 is still wanted to
complete the provision of a new and larger Water Reservoir, which has become indispensable.
The Inmates have doubled in number !

FOR LABRADOR, hit~erto self-supporting, J:mt suddenly crippled in its resources,
£2,000 annually IS urgently req Ulred for a few years, until the Mission
can be re-established.
For this need, and to avert loss to the General
Fund, an ADDITIONAL Fund is being raised.

Will God's people make these needs a subject of EARNEST PRAYER?
CONTRIBUTIONS WILL BE THANKFULLY RECEIVED
and information given by the REV. W. WETTON COX, at the Ofllces of the LONDON
ASSOCIATION, 7, New Court, Lincoln's Inn, LONDON, W.C., who will also gladly arrange

for Meetings, Sermons, Lectures, etc.
N.B.-About one in sixty members of this devoted little Church is a Missionary, and so
richly is their work blessed that those gathered out of Heathenism number near 100,000, or
some three times as many as the Parent Church. There are some 190 Stations, and the
annual expenditure has averaged under £80,000, of which nearly two-thirds has been raised
from various sources in the foreign fields.

THE ORPHAN WORKING SCHOOL,
HA VER.STOCK HILL and HOR.NSEY R.ISE.
Founded 1788.

HIS MAJESTY THE KING.
PATRON~ { HER MAJESTY QUEEN ALEXANDRA.
TREASURER: HO RACE B. MARSHALL, Esq., J.P., D.L., Sheriff of London.
ffiAINTAINS and Educates Five Hundred Fatherless Children, varying in age
H-~ from Infancy to Fourteen Years.
An Undenominational Institution
supported by Volunta~y Contributions.
Help for the "Fatherless and the Widow in their affliction" is urgently needed.
Contributious will be thankfully received and all information given by
ALEXANDER GRANT,
OFFICE: 73, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E. C.
Secretary.

Spantsb
President:

~ Portugu~s~
Jltd soct~tp.
RIGHT

REV.

Cburcb

BISHOP INGHAM,

D.D.

EEEL::E' "C"EE.GI-EN'"r'LY' :L"G'EE::J:3E::J:3.
The
PLACE

Bishop of Durham writes, Oct. 30, 1901: "The Society's work has A VERY WABII
IN

MY

HEART."

Contributio1111 will be gratefully received by the Rev. H. E. NoYES D.D., or by the Rev. Tuos. J.
PULVERTAFT, M.A., Secretary, Church House, Westminster, S. W.

'l'HE OHURUHMAN ADVERTI8ER.
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1he j'(at\ona\
hotestant ehureh Union.
To Promote the Principles of the Reformation as set forth in the
Prayer ESook and Articles of the Church of England.

President-W. D. CR.UDDAS, Esq.
Chairman-The Rev. Prebendary H. W. WEBB-PEPLOE, M.A.
Treasurer-T. VICTOR BUXTON, Esq., J.P.
Oeneral Secretary-Sir C. ROBERT LIOHTON.
The Committee EARNESTLY .APPEAL for the INCREASED SUPPORT of 1,000
NEW MEMBERS to enable them to extend the publication and lecture work of the Society.
Full particulars of the Society's objects and operations and terms of membership can be obtained
on application to the Secretary,

OFFICES OF TKE

UNIONs
BEGEN'l' S'l'BEE'l', LOJIDOB, W.

32~.

'ttbe jfrten~s
of Brmenfa.
600 ORPHANS
MAINTAINED.

-Funds Urgently Needed.
GOO Dest:lt:ut:e
Ca.ses -a.lt:lnc.

Jttoibtn±: THE LADY FREDERICK CA.VENDTSH.
'ili.ct-Jttsihtn±s: Hon. Mrs. FRA.SER and Mrs. ALFRED
BOOTH.
Qtltairman cf «ommilttt: E. WRIGHT BROOKS, Eaq.
'«rtasnttt: HECTOR MUNRO FERGUSON, Esq.
~t.crttaru: Miss E. CA.NTLOW.
..

:S O'Jl,'l'llAN :BESCUBD, l'.IID
AliD BDUCA'1'BD l'O&

~"J:llS'D,

£5

C'So

Per

:arzsszo•

BY TllB
lb.
B:OMBS l:S A:&'JIIlllllt •

Annum

DONATIONS IN AID OF WIDOWS &; ORPHANS gratefully
received by the Hon. Treasurer as abovt;}.
CHEQUES SHOULD BE CROSSED "LONDON AND
WESTMINSTER BANK."

A ,ielttr recmt!y ruei11td
fra>n ono of tho Arm<nian
Centres aays: '' Only
a small po·oportion of the
Orphans will be able to .up·
port them>elveo nezt year,"
Mi~raion

4 7 1 VIctoria Street,
Westminster, S.W.

THE EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE.
The Council of the Evangelical Alliance specially ask for continued financial help and for
prayer. The need is u>·gent. 1rfoneys are required for work on the Continent and infar-ojj" lands, as
also in Great Britain. The Council desire to give hearty thanks for the help already 1·eceived.
Subscriptions of smaller amounts will be gratefully ackMwledged, but donors of £20 and upwa1·ds
will be entitled to all the privileges of Life Membership of tl!e Alliance.
The approaching great International Conference in Hamburg in August 27th-31st, 1902,

will entan a very large expenditure of money, and the council look for support in this eft"ort,
so helpful to the Gospel on the Continent.
Contributions and names of New Members may be sent to the Sec>·etary, 7, Adam Street,

,·

ltra.nd, w.c.

ANNUAL CONFERENCE AT BOURNEMOUTH,
November 26th, 27th, 28th.

'l'HE CHURCHMAN ADVER'l'ISER.
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HELP FOB THE OUTCAST.
102 LABOUR HOMES and Agencies In all parts of London and the Provinces,
from _Edlnbu~gh to Plymouth, and Cam~ridge to Dublin, for Men, Women, Girls and Boys,
Inebnates, First Offenders, Discharged Pnsoners, Ex-convicts, Tramps Hooligans Destitute.
Starving, and all who have "gone under" in the sea of life. Every dase dealt wi.th wholly
irrespective of creed, and no helpable person ever refused instant practical help • 80 000
cases dealt With yearly; 56 per cent o~ those received started atresh in life. Headqu~ers
stair almost wholly honorary. Donatlons, and cast-oft" clothing of all sorts urgently needed.
Bankers, Barclays.
Rev. W. CARLILE, Hon. Chief Bee.
Church Anny Hdqrs., 130, Edgeware Rd., London, w.

INFANT ORPHAN ASYLUM, WANSTEAD.
Patron-HIS MAJESTY THE KINO.

This Institution entirely maintains and educates in accordance with the principles of the Church of
England the orphans of those once occupying a fair position in life. Since the foundation of the Asylum
4,460 Children have been received, and there are nearly 600 on the books at the present time.
'
It is dependent on Voluntary Contributions for five-sixths of its income, and the Managers urgently
ask for NEW ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS to meet the heavy deficiency which deaths, removals and other
causes have produced. The expenditure is very heavy this year owing to many absolutely necessary repairs.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION-One Vote, IOS. 6d.; Two Votes, £• xs.; LIFE SUBSCRIPTIONOne Vote, £5 ss.; Two Votes, £•o Ios.
BANKERS-MESSRS. WILLIAMS DEACON'S BANK.
OFFICEs-63, LUDGATE HILL, E.C.
A. HARDING GREEN, &c1'etarg.

PROTESTANT BEFOBlVIATION SOCIETY.
The OLDEST Church Society for the Maintenance of the Rellgtous Principles of the Reformation.
The ONLY Mission to Roman Cathollcs in England.
(Established 1827.)
MISSIONARY.
EDUCATIONAL.
EVANGELISTIC.
Resident Missionaries to Roman and Ritualistic Centres.

Sermons and Lectures by the Rev. C. H. H. WRIGHT, D.D., M.A., Ph. D., Clerical and General Superintendent.
Educational Lantern Lectures on Church History by the Secretary.
Cheap effActive literature dealing with subjects of present imoortance.
Donations, Subscriptions, or requeAts for Lectures or Sermons should be addressed to the Secretary.

·

F"11D.d.& a r e

"CJ"rge:n.t~y

N'eecl.ed..

WALTER A. LIMERICK, Secretary, 62, Berners Street, London, W.

T::EI:E PR.C>TEST....&.NT ....&.LLI....&.NCE
IS

The OL.DEST Societ:y

Which has for its object the UNION OF ALL PROTESTANTS in maintaining the Scriptural Principles of
the Reformation against Ritualism and Romanism. It is

The ONL.V Societ:y

Having an ILLUSTRATED Protestant Monthly Paper, post free to Members. A copy of the current issu&
will be sent GRATIS on application.
Contributions in support of the general work of the Protestant Alliance will be thankfully received by

s. w.

BRETT, SECRETARY, 430, STRAND, LONDON,

w.c

THE EAST END MISSION TO THE JEWS.
Funds urgently needed towards the MEDICAL MISSIO .., the GENERAL
The CHARITY WORK, to alleviate the sufferings of the sick and distressed.
&,000 sick were treated at the Mission last year. Many confessed Christ.

WORK.

Secretary: D. OPPENHEIM, 119, LEMAN STREET, E.
Bankers : I.ONDON & WESTMINSTER BANK.
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BIBLE

L~NDS

MISSIONS' AID SOCIETY (Founded 1804).

Office: 7, Adam St., Strand. Rev. W. A. ESSERY, Hon. Sec.

BY well-known national causes our Income was so reduced last year

that many usual grants made by the Society were Shortened, and
some entirely cut o:ff. The Lord's impoverished workers in Bible Lands
pathetically press us to send them our Aids this year; to do so we need a.
generous increase of £7 50. These Aids go to native churches and
pastors, to schools and teachers, to hospitals and patients, and to children
in Armenian orphanages. We aim to evangelize the Bible Lands. Will
the readers of the " Churchman " kindly send us contributions in this
present and instant need?
:S::Ilflil AIB.D, Treasurer.
The Lord Bishop of Durham and the Rev. Preb. Webb-Peploe are members of our Hon. Council.

SOCIETY FOR RELIEF OF PERSECUTED JEWS.
Poor Jews in Jerusalem have suffered most severely this l..at year from disease and
water famine. Relief given in the year to 8,834 souls, besides employing TO
men daily on Abraham's Vineyard.
Many more ask for work.

FUNDS URGENT&.V

NEEDED for Food, Fuel, and Employment.

Hon. Treasurer: F. A. BEVAN, 54, LOMBARD STREET, E. C.
Secretary:
E. A. FINN,
41, PARLIAMENT STREET, s. w.

"LIBERATOR" RELIEF FUND.
£10,000 required to Relieve New and Urgent Cases.
HUNDREDS of aged and amicted victims, so cruelly
robbed of their life-savings by the great Liberator
Fraud, just as they were hoping to enjoy the fruit of their
industry and thrift. Many of them are members of the
Church of England. Cheques and P.O.'s should be sent to the
Secretary, Rev. J. STOCKWELL WATTS, 16, Farringdon
Street, E.C.

THE MISSIONS TO SEAMEN.
Patron: His

KING.
Vice-Patrons:
H.R.H. THE DUKE

MAJESTY THE

OF
CoRNWALL AND YORK,

K.G.
THE FOUR ARCHBISHOPS,
THE BISHOPS, etc.

Labours afloat and
ashore, at home and
abroad, among seamen
of all classes and nations, fishermen, bargemen, and emigrants.
Seventy-three harbours
are occupied.
Expenditure in 1900, £49,166.
Increased Contributions and Olfertories, urgently needed, should be forwarded to the Secretary
Commander W. DAWSON, R.N., 11, BUilkingham St.:
Strand, London, W.C.

CHRISTIAN
EVIDtNCE SOCIETY,
26, CHABI:NG CBOSS, S.W.
President-THE ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY.
Vice-President-SIR G. G. STOKES, Bt., F.R.S.
Chairman of Council-THE LORD CHANCELLOR.
Treasurer-H. GOSCHEN, Esq. .
Secretary-REV. C. LLOYD ENGSTROM.
Bankers-MESSRS. BAROLAY & CO., Pall Mall
East, s.W.

Objects.-To declare and defend Christianity
as a Divine Revelation, by Lectures, Sermons,
Classes for Study and Examination (with
prizes, etc.), Publications (books and tracts),
correspondence, and interviews. An Evidential M1ssion, in London and great provincial
centres, of the highest order will (n. v.) commence January, 1902.
FUNDS MOST U~GENTLY NEEDED.
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COOK'S CONDUCTED TOUBS.
.
. HOLY WEEK AND EASTER IN ROME,
,
Including Pans, Marseilles, Cannes, Nice, Monte Carlo Mentone Genoa Pisa Rome Naples Vesuvius Capri
Sorrento, Castellamare, Pumpeii, Florence, Venice, Milan, and L~cerne, ieavu;g London Mar~ 14th an'd 20th:
SPECIAL SHORT TOUR TO ITALY, leaving March 22nd occupying three weeks visiting
Turin, Rome, Naples, Pompeii, Vesuvius, Florence, Venice, Milan and Luc~me.
'
ROME AND BACK for Fourteen Guineas, leaving London March 26th
GENEVA AND PARIS. Six Guineas. March 27th.
.
llarc'i!?siT,: WEEK AND EASTER AT SEVILLE, including Gibraltar and Tangier, leaving
ALGERIA AND TUNIS,leavingMarchl9thandApril23rd.
EASTER AT JERUSALEM.
To JERUSALEM (for the Easter Ceremonies of the Greek Church), Bethlehem the Dead Sea Jordan
Jericho, Alexandria, Cairo, Pyramids, etc., leaving London April 14th.
'
'
'

mustra.ted Programmes Pree.

THOS. COOK & SON, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, and BRANCH OFFICES.

BOOKS PURCHASED

I
I

In resporMe to many applications from
persons in dijjerent parts of the country, MR.
ELLIOT STOCK has arranged to Purchase
Libraries and Cases of Books from those who
wish to dispose of them. On receipt of a list
of the Books for Di&posal, an estimate of their
value will be forwarded, and the · agreed
amount will be paid in cash, or given in new
books, as may be desired. All applications I
I
fw the Sale of Books should be made toI
!
ELLIOT STOCK, 62, Paternoster Row,

I

Possesst3s all the constituents necessary for the
full development of Infants and growing Chi!·
dren. The most easily digested food on the
market; specially suitable for Infants, !towever
young, who are deprived of Breast Milk.

I

I

I

Sold in tins, 16 oz. for 1/-.
Send 3d. for postage of !·lb. s<tmple, mention·
ing this magazine.
FRAME.FOOD Co., Ltd., Battersea., London, S. W.

I

BEST FOR BABY.

I

London, E.C.

"FRAME·FOOD."

I

EST.AELISE:ED 1851..

:&:I:JE&::.C::&:E:C~

:&4.1V::.C:,

SOUTHAMPTON BUILDINGS, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W.C.

CURRENT ACCOUNTS.

2

on the minimum monthly balances,
when not drawn below £100.
%0

I

2 %
2.l2
o

DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS.
%
o

on Deposits, repayable on
demand.

2~ %o

2

STOCKS AND SHARES.
Stocks and Shares purchased and sold for customers.
The BIRKBECK ALMAr.AcK, with full particulars, po•t free.
FRANCIS RA VENSCROFT, Mana>rer.

HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT
IS A CERTAIN CURE FOR

Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Burns, Scalds, Rheumatism,
Sciatica, Lumbago, Piles, Old Wounds, Eczema, Erysipelas,
AND EVERY FORM OF SKIN DISEASE.
Manufactured only at 78, New Oxford Street, London.

Sold by a.II C:he:nrl.st• a.pd 'Medlcl:ne Ye:n.doxos.
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EDE AND

SON

TELEPHONE:

602, Holborn.

(Established 1689).

~)-MAKERS

ROBE
~Jl

$ptchtL

6\-V.Vt~intmtnts

TO H.M. THE KING & H.M. THE QUEEN.

THE ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY.

PULPIT GOWN, CASSOCK AND SASH.
SURPLICES FOR CLERGY AND CHOIR. CLERICAL TAILORING.

LAWN SLEEVEB-ROCHET AND CHIMERE.

Hoods, Cassocks, Scarves, Stoles, College Caps, Clergy Collars, etc.
PEERS, LEGAL, AND CORPORATION ROBES.

93 & 94, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON.
URGENT DISTRESS ;

WRECKS AND LOSS OF LIFE.

"There is sorrow on the sea."

THE SHIPWRECKED
MARINERS' SOCIETY
('W'ITH OVEE. 1,000 AGENCIES)
Has relieved more than Half a Million Persons since 1839.
The rescued sailor, fisherman, instantly cared for on the spot and sent home; the widow, and
orphan of the drowned immediately sought out and succoured ; the distressed seafarer of every
grade at once charitably assisted.

CO:NTB.IBlJ"l'IO:NS EAB.:NESTLY APPEALED FOB.
Patron-H.M. THE KING.
Chairman of Committee-Admiral E. S. ADEANE, C.M.G.
Secretary-G. E. MAUDE, E~q., 26, Suffolk Street, Pall Mall East, S.W.
[Telegrams-" SHIPWRECKED, LONDON."]

HOME MISSIONS OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.

abbitional

Ciruratt~ ~otittp.
ESTABLISHED 1837.

More than 1,200 ADDITIONAL CLERGYMEN are now at
work in poor and densely-populated Parishes through the help
of grants (about £55,000 a year) from this Society.
To maintain this work, at least £50,000 in voluntary contributions mu5t be collected in the course of each year.
No Party considarations affect the appropriation of the Funds.
Clcllltrtbutlona Will be tha.llktully received by the Secretary (Rev. Paul Petit) at the Society's omoe,
39, Vlotorta Street, Westminster. Oll.eques should be oroased "Ooutts & Oo."

THE

CHU.RCHMAN
MARCH, 1902.
ART. I.-FURTHER NOTES ON THE AUTHORSHIP
OF THE PENTATEUCH.
UR task in dealing with P draws rapidly to a conclusion.
O
The extracts from it supposed to be embodied in the
remainder of Genesis are few and are not often important.
P's narrative, as separated by Kautzsch and Socin, proceeds
.as follows from Gen. xxxvii. l to xlvi. 34 :1 "And Jacob dwelt
in the land of his father's sojournings, in the land of Canaan.
1'he.se are the generations of J acob. And J oseph was thirty
_years old when he stood before Pharaoh King of Egypt. And
they took their cattle, and their goods, which they had gotten
in the land of Canaan, and came into Egypt, J acob and all his
seed with him; his sons, and his sons' sons with him, his
daughters and his sons' daughters, and all his seed brought
he with him into Egypt." Kautzsch and Socin, however,
differ rather seriously from Professor Driver here. They only
assign chaps. xxxvii. 1, xli. 46, and xlvi. 6, 7, to P. 2
Our next point is that once again, as the most cursory
glance at P's narrative, given above, will suffice to show, considerable and important omissions are found in that narrative
here. It speaks of Joseph as in Egypt, but we are not told
how he got there. It says that "they "-who" they" are we
are not told-" took their cattle and their goods, which they
had gotten in Canaan, and came into the land of Egypt."
Why they came, P does not tell us. Yet surely he must have
.explained the reason in some way, unless his narrative was
the most extraordinary collection of scraps ever dignified with
the name of history. The only rational conclusion is that
It will be seen that it is not particularly intelligible.
The Rainbow Bible does not altogether agree with either. I have
pointed out in my article in the January number that an infinitesimal
difference in the assignment may have infinite effects on the results.
1

2
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once more P's narrative does not stand before us in extenso,
although criticism affects to have discovered that it does so.
Then we are left to conjecture whether P corroborates or
contradicts JE here, and, if he contradicts him, why the redactor follows JE in preference to P. There would be no
occasion to assign this passage at all to P, but for the phrase
~~~'1 '1~~ ~~~'1, which has been asserted to be a characteristic of his style. Once more, therefore, the facts are derived
from the theory ; the theory is not built upon the facts.
Then, aaain, in the genealogy which follows we have not the
word ,,;~;,, which has been alleged to be a characteristic of
P, but instead of it we have" the sons of," a form of expression
which, so far as it goes, tends to support Kautzsch and Socin's
theory that here we have the words of the redactor, not those
of P. Once more, too, we have several times the expressions
''she bare " (as in vers. 15, 18, ~5) and "were born "
(vers. 22, 27). The first expression is found repeatedly in
the genealogy in chap. xxxvi., assigned by Kautzsch and
Socin to the redactor. On critical principles, as accepted by
the German school, Kautzsch and Socin are undoubtedly
right. "She bare," on those principles, is obviously characteristic of some one who is neither JE nor P. But, then, to
whom is the expression "was born," found in vers. 22, 27, to
be assigned ? The most delicate and elegant development of
the new criticism would naturally find another hand hereneither JE nor P, nor the redactor, but the same hand which we
find at work in Gen. iv.18-not the whole passage, vers. 16-24,
which Kautzsch and Socin have clumsily assigned to J (!),
but just this one particular verse. We may, therefore, fairly
ask, Are the critical methods sound, or are they not ? If sound,
why are they only employed where it suits the critic, and cast
aside when he finds them inconvenient? If not, can we build
any satisfactory conclusions whatever upon them ?1
The next point to which I would ask attention is thepeculiar and accurate use of the word "Hebrew " in thenarrative in Genesis. It means those who have come over from
some other land-Chaldrea, for instance-and it is used simply
and solely when the Hebrew race were spoken of by outsiders.
It is not confined to P. It occurs first, when the fugitive from
Sodom came to tell Abram of his nephew's captivity, in
Gen. xiv. 13. Joseph is spoken of as an Hebrew by Potiphar's
wile, chap. xxx. 9, 14, 17; J oseph speaks to Pharaoh of the
·• land of the Hebrews," chap. xi. 15. He is once more spoken
of as " a young man, an Hebrew," chap. xli. 12. In chap. xliii.
1

See my last article in the
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32 the word is used in a way ~hich corresponds with the
utmost su?tlet~ to the thought _of the writer when describing
the Egyptian v1~w of the ~sraehte foreigner. The same phenomenon occurs m Exod. 1. 15, 16, 19; ii. 6 7 · iii. 18 · v 3 ·
vii. 16 ; ix. 11, 13; x. 3; and again in 1 Sam.' xiii. xiv. 'wher~
the word is either put in the mouth of the Phiiistin~s or is
used where there is a subtle indication of the thoughts ~f the
Philistine host. 1 The only places where the word occurs else~here are Deut. ~v. 12, and Jer. xxxiv. 1~, where the passage
m Deuteronomy Is quoted. The phrase IS to be found in JE
and in the supposed author of Gen. xiv. In Deuteronomy it
would seem that the same idea of distinction between the
Israelite and the foreigner was in the writer's mind. Now,
if the narrative had not been drawn up from contemporary
records, but was an attempt to record the ancient history of
the race in the eighth and ninth century B.c., it would have
been impossible that this most strikingly characteristic expression should have been used. The mode of describing foreign
sojourners and slaves natural in the mouth of an Egyptian
would not have occurred to the Israelite writer some ten centuries later than the events recorded, some five centuries, at
least, later than the Exodus. The writer would have used
the word " Israelite " as a matter of course, unless we are to
postulate a manner of writing which has only lately been
brought to perfection in a writer who lived some 2,500
years ago.
Our investigation, though mainly, is not exclusively confined to P. I may therefore note the fact that the moral
principles assumed in the narrative of chap. xxxviii. are
almost x>recisely those of the Jewish law. So far, then, from
the Jewish institutions having gradually developed until some
time after the return of the Jews from Babylon, this chapter
represents them as having been handed down from patriarchal
times. The institution of " raising up seed unto a dead
brother" is regarded as coeval with the sons of Jacob. The
punishment of the harlot is even more severe than that
denounced in Lev. xxi. 9. And if we are forbidden to draw
any inferences as to the early customs of the Hebrews from
a writer of the eighth or ninth century B.o., we are at least
permitted to note the fact that his narrative presupposes the
existence of such laws and moral principles. In the eighth or
ninth century B.c., therefore, and probably much earlier, the
custom of raising up seed to a deceased brother was in existence, and among the Jewsjn Palestine, in marked contrast to
their Phoonician neighbours, harlotry was already regarded as
1

Compare Gen. xliii. 32.
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an abominable crime. The moral and legal code, then, of
the Hebrews, as far back, possibly, as the tenth or eleventh
century B.C., already differed toto cmlo from that of their
Canaanitish neighbours, from which, we are told, it was
gradually evolved, and the account of it here handed dowu
falls in admirably with the historical details of the Book of
Joshua. Another touch of Nature meets us in Judah's
vehement condemnation in the case of his daughter-in-law of
what he permitted in himself. No writer composing or compiling a history to support a preconceived system of doctrine
and morals would have allowed :mch conduct on the part of
a patriarch to appear in his narrative. Far less, if possible,
can he be supposed to have invented it. The shortcomings of
the patriarchs, as here related, are therefore evidences of the
transparent truth of the narrator.
It has often been argued that the minute acquaintance with
the manners and customs of the Egyptians displayed in Genesis
and Exodus proves incontestably that these books were written
by one well acquainted with Egypt-I will refer my readers to
Rawlinson's researches and those of Tomkins in support of this
point-but I may remark that Gen. xli. 8 (JE) and Exod. vii.
11, 22 (P) verbally agree on the fact t4at the Egyptian kings
were accustomed to surround themselves with "magicians"
and "wise men." Both writers, if indeed there be really two
writers, speak of the i:l'btl.,l'1 and the i:l'b~1'1. As the one
writer is not supposed to be copying the other here, we derive
from this fact a very strong evidence for the contention that
the writer of Gen. xli. and of Exod. vii. is one and the same,
and that he was a man who, by reason of his long residence in
Egypt, was familiar with Egyptian life in all its details.
Once more, the description of Joseph as one in whom the
Spirit of God is, though it occurs in JE, corresponds in language
and idea with P's description of Bezaleel in Exod. xxxi. 3
and xxxv. 31. Another mdication this of common authorship. It will be observed, and it strengthens the argument,
that the words do not occur in a very similar passage in
1 Kings vii. 14. The phrase " to require blood," again, occurs
in chap. ix. 5 (P) and in chap. xlii. 22 (JE). It does not occur
elsewhere, save in Ezek. xxxiii. 6. The most rrobable
inference here is that the phrase belongs originally to the early
author of the Pentateuch, and that Ezekiel, the influence of
t~e Pentateuch on whose mind is indisputable, borrows it from
htm. Then we have .,MO with an accusative in chap xxxiv. 10
(P) and in xlii. 34 (JE) in the sense to traffic or trade in a land. 1
1
Without an accusative, the word only occurs in Gen. xxxiv. 21, and
once ,in Jeremiah.
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This word is very probably, therefore, characteristic of the
author o~ the Pentateuch. Ag~in, in chap. xlv. 2 (JE) and in
Numb. XIV. 1 (P) we have to" give forth the voice in weeping,.
another phrase peculiar to the Pentateuch.
'
Another in.dication of the authenticity of the history is
to be found m the trait of J acob's character manifested in
chaps. xxxii. 13, and xliii. 11-namely, his habit when in a
position of danger, of endeavouring to propitiate' his real or
supposed adversary by a present. It is true that both these
pass~ges are assigned to J~, bu~ they lead the inquirer with
a mmd free from preconceived Ideas to the conviction that
here we have not legend, but real history. These striking
signs of individuality point, not to legendary invention, but to
a real and definite historical character.
When we analyse chap. xlvi. 8-27, we find (1) that it follows
the narrative of JE, and sometimes quotes it verbally, and
(2) that it has additional information. Whence was that
information derived by the redactor ?-for we must bear in
mind that, according to Kautzsch and Socin, though not
according to Professor Driver, the redactor is the author of
these verses. If, as Wellhausen thinks, the materials were
taken by the redactor from P, then P had JE before him, for
the account of J acob's children agrees with the latter to the
minutest detail. But if P had JE before him, then all his
alleged departures from JE are deliberate. We need, therefore,
before the question of authorship is settled, an exhaustive
inquiry into these alleged deliberate contradictions of JE
by P, their cause, and the authorities followed, if any. Be
it noted, moreover, that where the redactor here quotes
chap. xli. 50 verbally, Kautzsch and Socin assign that passage
also to the redactor. There is no reason whatever for such
assignment, no breach of continuity in the narrative, and
there are no traces of interpolation. Thus the assignment
once more seems to be the result rather of the necessities of
the theorist than of the invincible logic of facts. 1
·The next extract from P (or the redactor) after the genealogical tables in chap. xlvi. commences oddly enough (ver. 5~)
with the word "saying." For an explanation of who IS
" saying " this we must turn to the other narrative, or what
is supposed to be such. The redactor has given us (out o~ J,
according to Kautzsch and Socin) a description of the meetmg
of Jacob and Joseph, and of the subsequent interview between
1 Wellhausen says ("Die Composition," etc., p. 53): "The materi~l
certainly of tbis detailed catalogue (vers. 8-27) of the seventy souls IS
taken from Q [P], but it appears to be by a later hand." But chap.
xlvi. 6-8 are "unquestionably p·s." This is the usual" proof."
·
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Joseph and Pharaoh. This is brought down to the words,
"And Pharaoh spake unto Joseph." An ordinary mortal
would have gone on to copy from the authority he was
following what Pharaoh said. But, as we have often been
reminded before, the redactor is not an ordinary mortal. So
he breaks off from one of his MSS., seizes on the other, and
tells us from that what Pharaoh said. One naturally would
like to know why he did this. It is not, on the face of it,
a very intelligible course. But, as usual, our only guidance is
the maxim "Faith believes, nor questions how." "Scholars
are agreed," and so the redactor takes his narrative from one
source and the speeches from another. Not even that, however, for he returns to JE in the middle of ver. 6. Truly, the
redactor must have been an extraordinary person. 1 Then,
again, as the extract from P begins with the word " saying,"
P must have contained a parallel narrative of Joseph's interview with Pharaoh, and, therefore, presumably of J acob's
descent into Egypt. Once more, then, P is not before us
in extenso, nor have we the slightest clue to the grounds of
the redactor's selections from his authorities here, nor of his
strange propensity-according to the critics-for involving
himself in the most unnecessary and absurd contradictions.
That P must have contained a narrative of Jacob's journey
is clear from the words, " Thy father and thy brethren have
come down unto thee." Why was it left out? Another
strange thing, and one of which it appears reasonable that
some explanation should be given, is that the extract from P,
which begins most amazingly in the middle of ver. 5, should
end as amazingly in the middle of ver. 6, and that the
redactor, after copying from P the words, " in the best of
the land make thy father and thy brethren to dwell,"
should suddenly fling aside P, go back to JE, and copy from
it the words," in the land of Goshen let them dwell; and
if thou knowest any able men among them, then make
them rulers ·over my cattle," after which P is once more
allowed to take up his parable, and continue it till the end
of ver. 11. Then a verse is taken from E, after which J
is allowed to go on in peace till he is mingled, like tbe
feet of Daniel's image, with P in the transcription of ver. 27.
There is absolutely no reason for this. No argument is
adduced to support it. There are no sig-ns of want of continuity in the story, no signs of incoherence or want of
coherence in the style. It flows on as evenly and naturally
as possible. There seems no reason whatever why the
redactor should abandon one authority and betake himself
1

See below.
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to another; why the redactor should make J (or JE) tell
us that " Pharao~ spake to J oseph," and not allow JE to
tell us what he said; why JE, and JE only shou]d be allowed
to mention the land of Goshen. Nor ar~ we told how JE
managed to obtain such a minute acquaintance with
~gyptian c?sto~s as enabled hiJ? to ~ay that "every shepherd
IS an abommat10n ~? t~e Egyptians:'
We may conclude our
study of chap. xlyn. With the remamder of P in that chapter.
It will be placed m brackets : " And Israel dwelt [in the land
of Egypt] in the land of Goshen [and they g-at them possessions therein, and were fruitful, and multiplied exceedingly ·
and Jacob lived in the land of Egypt seventeen years: so th~
days of J acob, the years of his life, were an hundred forty and
seven years]." The words "in the land of Egypt" hung, to
use W ellhausen's felicitous simile, "like a man suspended by
his own waistband.'' We don't exactly know, again, who
''they" are who "gat them possessions therein." And as
we have been frequently reminded in these papers before, so
again here the canons adopted by the German critics are not
those of" ordinary historical and literary investigation," but
canons invented pro re nata-canons accepted in Scripture
investigation alone. Of course, "gat them possessions," and
''were fruitful and multiplied,'' are expressiOns regarded by
the critics as characteristic of P. But here, once more, there
is no real trace of dislocation, either of style or narrative ;
nothing, therefore, to show that the critic has not arbitrarily
-fixed, with the aid of a Hebrew concordance of the Old Testament, on certain expressions as characteristic of the authors
he has chosen to invent.
One trifling point occurs to me on re-reading Gen. xlvii.
Criticism has sharply noted that JE speaks of the Israelites
as settling in the land of Goshen, while P locates them in the
land of Rameses. Two remarks seem necessary here. The
first is that the redactor could hardly have failed to note such
a contradiction within six verses, and to have corrected it,
more especially if we are to find such frequent traces of his
hand as Kautzsch and Socin suppose. The second is that in
P Pharaoh is said to" have commanded'' that Israel should
settle in the land of Rameses-that is to say, he not only
ordered that the Israelites should be located in the " best
of the land," but he specified where that land was. He does
precisely the same in ver. 6. He not only commands that the
Israelites should be "made to dwell in the best of the land,"
but once more he states where it is. Criticism, however,
assigns the first half of ver. 6 to P, and the second to JE,
because instead of the " land of Rameses " we have there " the
land of Goshen." Is not the evidence decisive here on two
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points-(1) that the two verses are by the same pen, and
(2) that the land of Goshen was the land of Rameses ?1

J. J.

LIAS.

----9--ART. II.-THE CEREMONY OF CONFIRMATION, AND
THE LINK BETWEEN CHURCH AND STATE.
HE earlier comments upon the Confirmation of Dr. Gore,
T
and the proceedings which arose out of it, showed that
the majority of English Church-people, including a large
proportiOn of those who write in the press (religious as well
as secular) knew very little about the history of the ceremony
and its constitutional significance. Most people seem to
have thought that it has always been a ceremony which in
some way protected the rights of the Church as against
the State, and was, therefore, a very precious relic, which
ought to be preserved in all its reality. That is a view which
was advanced in the Hampden case, but could not then be
established.
Let it be remembered that the Popes long fought for the
right of being the person to confirm the election of a Prelate.
When the Pope got that power into his own hands, was it
a triumph for the English Church or a victory for a foreign
potentate? As a matter of fact, it was the victory of a foreign
potentate over the English Crown and the English Church.
When, at the Reformation, Henry VIII. recovered for himself
the power which the Pope had held, was that a victory for
the English Church or for the English Crown ? There is a
sense in which it was a victory for the Church, but in a more
definite way it was a victory for the Crown. The relation
between Church and State then returned to that which it
had been the steadfast aim of the Papacy to overthrow. 2 By
1 Hommel, "Ancient Hebrew Tradition," p. 230, note, takes this view.
So also Sayee, "Higher Criticism and the Monuments," pp. 227, 239.
Wellhausen separates between the "best of the land" and "the land of
Goshen," because Pharaoh would have acted foolishly in giving them the
best of the land if they only wanted pasture for their cattle!
2 The circumstances are thus stated in the judgment of the Lord Chief
Justice : "From about the year 1316 down to the passing of the statute in
1533, a period of over two hundred years, an entirely different state of
things seems to have prevailed. At one time the Popes were insisting upon
the right not only to confirm, but to select ; at another the Crown was
resisting the Papal claims. Sometimes the struggle would appear to have
been between the Pope on the one side and the Metropolitan or the
electing corporation, be it dean and chapter, or abbot and convent, on
the other. Confirmations at times took place at Rome, at times in
England under Bulls from the Pope, and during the last fifty years
immediately preceding the statute some authorities state that the King
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so much the 9hurch gained; but there was to be no mistake
about the reahty of the power which had supplanted that of
the .Pope. A Dean and Chapter might refuse to elect the
nommee of the Crow?- for a vacant see. But if they did,
what then.? For their c?ntumacy they might come under
the penalties of Prmmun~re. Boyd, Dean of Exeter was at
the time of the excit.ement over Dr. Temple's appointment to
that see in 1.869, urged by a great Evangelical Ieader of the
day to be vahan~,. to opp~se Dr. Temple's election, and rather
to suffer the spoilmg of his goods than have part in the choice
of a Bishop who had contributed to Essays and ReviewB.
If he had, what then? The Dean and Chapter might have
suffered, but nobody else would. They would have made
their protest and cleared their consciences, but they would
have effected nothing. For under King Henry there was no
intention to suffer obstruction in this way. If the Dean and
Chapter failed to elect, then the King could go on to appoint
his man by letters patent. In like manner any failure by the
Archbishop to confirm and consecrate also lays him open to
the penalties of Prwmunire. In both cases it seems that the
obstructing Chapter and the obstructing Primate are to be
treated as though they were opposing the King's Majesty in
the interests of the Church of Rome.
In conformity with this it will be observed that new sees
formed since the break with Rome are appointed to by letters
patent. There is no election and no confirmation. So, then,
if Dr. Gore had been sent to the See of Manchester, or Ripon,
or Truro, or Liverpool, instead of to Worcester, there would
have been no trouble. The King would have used his power
in a constitutional way, and the Church would have had to
make the best of the situation.
In fact, the trouble connected with the appointments of
Dr. Hampden, Dr. Temple, and Dr. Gore have been useful at
least in this-that they have forced upon thoughtful minds
one of the disabilities attaching to the link between Church
and State. The Church does not appoint its own chief
ministers. The very persons whose influence is most powerful
in the Church, who can do most to mould the views of the
clergy, and through them of the laity also, are selected by
laymen who may or may not be members of the Church, and
are appointed by the King.
had successfully defended his claim to nominate independently of any
interference by the Pope (see Green's 'History of the English People'
and Stubbs's 'Constitutional History'). In my opinion, during the
period of more than two hundred years prior to 1533, there was no
recognised practice at all, but it is sufficient to say that there is no
evidence of any such normal practice as that which was contended for by
the counsel who supported the rule."
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Here let it be at once admitted that the attitude of Bishops
is not final and decisive as to the movements within the
Church. The Evangelical Movement came into being without
their sympathy, and flourished in the face of their opposition.
The Oxford Movement was able quite early to find Episcopal
(lncouragement, and that from very strong men. But it was
long before its principles could claim to have the sympathy
or open toleration of a majority amongst the Prelates. Nevertheless, it throve, just as the tendency to grow more and more
Roman in doctrinal teaching and in the adaptation of foreign
ritual develops year by year, in spite of the fact that only a
very small minority of the Episcopal Bench appear to like
either the one or the other.
But with all allowance for this, it would be absurd to
question the greatness of a Bishop's power in influencing the
type of clergy in his diocese. An interesting illustration of
this may be found in the changes which are understood to
have come over the Diocese of York since the rule of Archbishop Thomson was exchanged (after the brief and unimportant interlude of Dr. Magee) for that of Archbishop
Maclagan. It is but natural that an Archbishop or a Bishop
should feel the ordinary influence of human nature, and
should cherish the conviction that men who hold his own
views are after all the best persons, as a rule, to be entrusted
with the work of parishes, and to receive those interesting
little distinctions which it is in the power of a Bishop to
distribute.
Now, it is easy to see that the difficulties which arose in the
cases of Professor Hampden, Dr. Temple, and Canon Gore
represent a type of case which might happen in a much more
(lxaggerated form. Let us suppose, however much the suggestion may be displeasing to some minds, that Mr. Chamberlain
became Prime Minister. Mr. Chamberlain is understood to
be a Unitarian. Or let us imagine that, as a result of a great
Radical reaction, Mr. Morley was entrusted by the King with
the duty of forming a Ministry. Mr. Morley is understood to
be an Agnostic. 1 Both, we may be sure, would exercise their
1 It may not be unprofitable to observe that the mind of the Liberation
Society seems to be powerfully influenced by possibilities of this kind.
Tha following passages occur in a leading article in its monthly organ, the
Liberato1·, for February : "The nomination by the Crown is a farce, the
real Bishop-maker being the head of the dominant political party, who
may be a Catholic, or a Unitarian, or an Agnostic. . . . The control of
the State is not the control of the nation or of its representatives, but
the control of a Minister of the Crown whose poRition depends upon
almost anything but ecclesiastical considerations. The patronage of the
State is at the arbitrary disposal of a man who may be the wisest of
statesmen and yet utterly unfit by natural disposition, or moral conduct,
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ecclesiastical function.:; in. the most conscientious way, but
h:ow s~range, how gallmg m s~m~ of its aspects would be the
s~tuatwn thus created! But It Is even possible that under
mrcumstanc~s less extreme than those grave difficulties might
very well anse. What, for example, would happen if a Prime
Minister recommended and a King appointed (by letters patent)
to o~e of the moder~ sees one of the distinguished clergy (I
refram from suggestmg names) whose published opinions in
regard to· the Bible seem absolutely incompatible with the
formularies of the English Church ? Is it not probable that
the feeling of a Premier, whose own attitude towards faith was
not, to put it delicately, that of the English Church or of
orthodox Christianity, would run in the direction of appointments such as these ? It may be urged, and urged reasonably,
that there is the force of public opinion to be counted with.
That is so, and no doubt this fact has availed hitherto to
restrain, in some measure, the personal predilections of Prime
Ministers. But it has to be borne in mind that the opinion of
the Church is not absolutely united; that the opinion of the
Church is not by a very long way co-extensive with the
opinion of the nation ; and that in the event of a Radical reaction any endeavour of the Church to set itself in opposition
to the constitutional powers of the Crown would be certain to
produce an anti-clerical feeling, such as already exists in some
Continental nations. One thing at least we may take for
granted, and that is that any such opposition would be seized
upon by the Liberationist party of the time, and would give
them in the country the very impetus their cause would need
l:l order to bring about the separation of Church and State.
There is, then, a possibility that the choice of the Bishop by
the Crown might under circumstances not at all difficult to
imagine precipitate a conflict between Church and State.
Such a conflict could have but one end-the victory of the
State, and the separation of the Church under such conditions
and at such cost to the Church as the victorious element in
the electorate might determine. That is a possibility which
ought to be kept in mind. It may be that the political
conditions of the present render such possibilities remote, and
suggest that speculation on such topics must be profitless;
but the Church is not for to-day or to-morrow only, and the
political conditions prevailing just now ought not to settle our
conduct as to the future.
or religious belief, to exerci<e such an influence on the Church. It is
only an accident that Mr. Gladstone and Lord Salisbury were strong
Churchmen. The stanchest believers in apostolical succession would
shudder at the idea of Nero appointing a successor to St. Peter, but at
some not distant day England may be ruled by a statesman as alienated
from Christianity as a pagan Roman Emperor" (pp. 25, 26).
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Something, surely, should be done. But here it will doubtless be alleged that the choice of Bishops by the Crown has
upon the whole worked very well. This is true so far as in
the last century the avoidance of scandal or grave distress to
the Church is concerned, so far as it applies to a general
average of high capacity and personal fitness amongst the
clergy selected for the office, and so far as the details merely
of ecclesiastical government in the dioceses are concerned.
There has been in the past no lack of Bishops who neglected
their diocesan responsibilities-Bishops who were worldly
rather than spiritual, Bishops of a. type which we never see
now. But their choice may fairly be ascribed to the character
of the times. It is not so certain that if the Prelates of those
periods had been chosen by the clergy alone, or by representative bodies of clergy and laity acting together, the results
would have been very different.
In the last century we have seen the choice of Bishops
reflect the personal feelings of the Prime Minister or of his
advisers in ecclesiastical affairs, but we have seen no clergy
chosen of whom it could be sa.id that lack of personal piety,
of zeal for their work, or of distinction of one sort or another,
disqualified them quite obviously for their high office. It is
a more or less familiar fact that Premiers take advice as to the
exercise of their patronage, that Archbishops have repeatedly
been asked to provide lists of men suitable for the Episcopate,
and that the choice of men for submission to the Sovereign is
a matter of grave anxiety to the Sovereign's advisers.
But whilst admitting all this, it would nevertheless seem
that the Church is in some danger of finding itself on the
verge of conflict with the State in this matter, and that in
the eyes of a considerable part of the n::ttion it does really
suffer from the complete subordination in this particular to
an authority which is practically external. The answer,
however, to all complaint is that this is one of the disabilities
attending the union of Church and State, that it is part of
the price which the Church must be prepared to pay for
certain privileges which are presumed to be of value to it.
Now, are Churchmen bound to acquiesce in this view?
Must we agree that the appointment of Bishops by representative Church bodies is a change which can only be brought
about by Disestablishment? It is convenient for the opponents
of the link between Church and State to put it in that way,
and perhaps even to see without regret this disability made
as galling as possible to Churchmen. But we need not accept
that view. The movement towards autonomy is a distinct
assertion of the belief that the Church can remain the
National Church, and yet as a Church be left (within well-
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defined limits) to manage its own affairs. It would be no
unfair or unreasonable extension of the claims so far advanced.
There are some who regard those claims as already impossible
of attainment, and would deem any enlarO'ement of them
only as an increase of folly. :Sut attempts ~t progress have
always had to pass through this stage. No reform in Church
or State has yet been won which was not at. first received in
this way; nor was any great reform ever reached which did
not boldly advance its real demands, and not try to creep
towards the attainment of its ends. Let us be frank, and say
that the control of the Church's affairs by the Church implies
the choice of the Bishops by the Church. Concession of this
would imply a break with the past, and yet also a return to
the past. But if Parliament can be brought to allow any
measure of autonomy worth possessing, we are entitled to
bel¥lve that it would allow this also.
STAMFORD McNEILE.
----~---

ART. III.-ON THE COURSE OF PROTESTANT
THEOLOGY IN THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

rr.
ET us proceed to consider the manner in which the cardinal
principles of the Reformed Theology, indicated in the
L
previous article, affected in the course of their development
the general system and the ordinances of the Church. Of
course, they had at once the momentous effect of removing
any sense of necessary dependence on the Hierarchy for the
highest of all spiritual blessings-that of peace with God, and
for eternal salvation. If peace with God was recognised as
open for Christ's sake to everyone who would seek it and
accept it by faith, it followed that no one was dependent for
his salvation upon Pope, Bishop, or Priest. It was the
removing of this apprehension from the popular mind, by
means of the r.rimary principle of the Reformation, which
rendered it possible to effect reforms opposed by the Hierarchy.
If, in any sense, the Pope, with the clergy under his jurisdiction, held the keys of Heaven, then, although they might be
resisted, yet, in the last resort, it was impracticable to disobey
them; and it was this apprehension which lay, like a paralysis,
upon the nations of Europe for some centuries. Episcopal
and priestly organization might be indispensable to the best
welfare of the Church ; and Melanchtbon, in his signature to
the Smalcaldic Articles, expressed his willingness even to
recognise the Primacy of the Pope, as a matter of human
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order, if only he would allow the Gospel to be preached. But
for the salvation of individual souls, and consequently for the
existence of a community of "those that were being saved,"
here and hereafter, neither Pope nor Bishop was essential.
In the familiar language of English divines of the Stuart
period, Episcopacy might be of "the bene esse," but not of
the esse of a Church. The Roman idea of a Church was that
it was a visible body in communion with the Roman See, and
in which the ministers derived their whole authority through
that See. For this conception the reformed principle substituted at once the idea which is expressed in the Augsburg
Confession, and, in very similar terms, in our own Nineteenth Article, that the visible Church is a congregation of
faithful or believing men, "in the which the pure word of
God is preached, and the Sacraments be duly ministered
according to Christ's ordinance in all those things that are of
necessity requisite to the same." It was also recognised in
all reformed Churches, including the English Church as
represented even by such men as Laud and Cosin, that
Episcopal Orders, however desirable, were not essential for that
due ministration. On all hands, therefore, within the Reformed
Communions, whether in Germany, Switzerland, France, or
England, it was acknowledged that a true Church might subsist, although the immediate and regular connection of its
ministry with the ancient episcopal succession was broken.
This momentous conclusion involved one danger which,
perhaps to the great advantage of the Reforming Movement,
was soon made apparent. If, without sacrificing the highest
interests of their spiritual salvation, men could be independent
of one external organization, why not of all external ceremonies ? Why not of the Sacraments, or of the Scriptures
themselves? Why could they not be saved by the simple,
immediate operation of the Spirit of God upon their souls,
working in them faith in Christ, and bringing them into union
with Him 1 This was the Anabaptist tendency, which broke
out very early in the course of the Reformation, and led not
merely to grievous religious fanaticism, but to violent social
and civil tumults, which had to be suppressed by fire and
sword. The effect was to lead Luther and his fellow reformers
to reassert with the utmost energy the principle, on which
they had insisted from the first, that the external agencies of
God's Word and the Sacraments were, by God's ordinance,
indispensable to spiritual life, to the very existence of a
Church,, and consequently to the saving efficacy of the Gospel.
'l'he mam principle of this assertion is put by Luther with
characteristic practical force in his observations on Baptism in
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his larg~r catechism. "Our w~seacres," he says, I "with their
modern Ideas, make out that faith alone will save us and that
work and outward things cannot effect anything. o'ur answer
is that assuredly nothing works in us but faith, as we shall see
from what follows. But these blind leaders will not see that
faith must have something to believe-that is, to which it can
cling, on which it can stand and rest. So faith clings to the
water, and believes that Baptism confers salvation and life
not through the water (as has been sufficiently said) but
because it embodies God's Word and command, and be~ause
His name is attached to it. Now, in believing this, what else
do I believe but on God, as on Him who has added His Word
to it, and given us this outward sign, so that we may understand what a treasure we possess in it ?
" But there are some people mad enough to separate faith
from the sign to which the faith is joined and attached, because
it is an outward thing. Yea, it is and must be outward, in
order that we may grasp it with our senses and understand it,
and thus have it impressed on our hearts, just as the whole
Gospel is an outward sermon by word of mouth. In brief,
whatever God does and effects in us He accomplishes through
such outward means ; and, whenever He speaks, and wherever
and through whatsoever He speaks, let faith look to and hold
fast to it."
So again, in a classical passage in his treatise " Against the
Heavenly Prophets, concerning Images and the Sacrament,"
he says :2 " God of His great goodness has again given us
the pure Gospel, the noble and precious treasure of our salvation; and upon this gift must follow inwardly Faith and the
Spirit in a good conscience. . . . But the matter goes thus:
When God sends His Holy Gospel to us, He deals with us in
two ways. In the first place, externally; in the second place,
internally. Externally He deals with us through the spoken
Word of the Gospel, and through corporal signs, such as Baptism
and the Sacrament. Inwardly He deals with us through the
Holy Spirit and faith, with other gifts; but all in due measure
and order, so that the external things should and must come
first, and the inner ones come afterwards and through the
external ones; so that He has resolved to give no man the
internal things except through the external, and He will g~ve
no one the Spirit or faith without the external word and sign
which He has appointed."
Thus in Luther's view, with which all the great Refo~~ed
Churches were in harmony, it is an unalterable D1vme
1

2

"Luther's Primary Works," edited by Wace and Buchkeim, p. 134.
"Luther's Works," Erlangen edition, vol. xxix., p. 208.
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ordinance that spiritual life and Salvation, and the faith
which lays hold upon them, are bound up with the use of
the Word of God, and of the Sacraments whwh were instituted
by Christ. The continuity of the Church, from its foundation
by our Lord to the present day, is thus guaranteed by these
external ordinances, which, from the first, have been the
essential means by which the spirit and life of Christ have
been passed on from generation to generation. That continuity
does not depend upon the succession of a special order of
individuals, but upon the perpetual succession of a Society
all the members of which are marked by these seals, of the
Word of God and the Sacraments.
This consideration points to the reason why special
emphasis was given, in all the Reformed Churches, to the two
Sacraments of Baptism and the Lord's Supper. It arose, not
from a depreciation of the Sacramental 1dea, but from the
very opposite cause-the exaltation of the conception of a
Sacrament as a Divine Ordinance. The primary Impulse at
work, as shown in the previous article, was to bring men into
direct communion with God, to awaken in their minds the
sense of that communion, and to induce them to live in
reliance on it. For this purpose a solemn ceremony, expressly established by Christ Himself, and expressly ordered
by Christ Himself to be repeated to all time, appeared of the
highest conceivable value. Baptism in Christ's name, and by
Christ's authority, conveyed a direct message from Christ, and
the celebration of the Lord's Supper in the words in which
our Saviour instituted it, the offering to the faithful, by His
express command, of the sacred gifts which He promised with
those words, could not but have the supreme value of a direct
message and offer from Him.
It is here that there was, from the first, a cardinal difference
between the school of the Swiss Reformer Zwingli and the
main body of the Reformed Communions, whether Lutheran
or Calvinistic. Zwingli's mind, like that of his countrymen in
general, was plain and practical, and indisposed to the more.
mysterious aspects of the Christian revelation. Luther, on
the contrary, was marked by the deep sense of mystery
characteristic of the highest German mind; and while Zwingli
would bring down heaven to earth, within the compass of the
intelligence of a Swiss citizen, Luther clung to those aspects
of Christian truth which lifted men above themselves, into
spiritual and heavenly spheres of thought and faith. The
Swiss confessions, indeed, under the constantly-increasing influence of Cal vin, approximated to the other Reformed Churches
in their general view of the Sacraments; but Zwingli's own disposition of mind towards them was of a far lower character, as
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may be illustrated from his treatise " De Vera et falsa
Religione." 1 " A Sacrament," he says, " can be nothing else
than an initiation or public consignation, and can have no
power to set the conscience free ; for the conscience can only
be set free by God, for it is only known to Him, and He alone
can penetrate into it; ... so that it is an utter error to suppose
that the Sacraments have a purifying effect. . . . They are
signs or ceremonies by which a man approves himself to the
Church as a candidate or soldier of Christ, and it is the
Church which they assure of your faith rather than yourself.
. . . Christ has left us two Sacraments-Baptism and the
Supper of the Lord-and by these we are so consecrated that
by the one we bestow a Christian name ; by the other, in
memory of the victory of Christ, we approve ourselves to be
members of His Church. In Baptism we receive a symbol that
we will frame our life according to the rule of Christ; in the
Lord's Supper we give evidence that we trust in the death of
Christ, when we are thankfully and joyfully present in the
assembly of those who are rendering thanks to the Lord for
that benefit of redemption which He bestowed on us by His
death." The Spirit, he maintained, needs no medium, and the
Sacraments, therefore, should not be regarded as channels of
Spiritual grace.
Some question has been raised of late as to the real
nature of Zwingli's views on this subject, and attempts have
been made to vindicate for him a higher conception of the
office of the Sacraments than is generally assigned to him.
He gave way, it may be, from time to time, to the loftier
views which were pressed upon him in the course of his controversies with the German Reformers. But the tendency of
his thought is clearly indicated in such a passage as that JUSt
quoted. The truth is, Zwingli had never gone through
Luther's intense spiritual experience. He was a humanist
rather than a theologian, and his mind was more congenial
with Erasmus than with Luther. He was asserting his
countrymen's independence of the Pope in much the same
spirit in which his ancestors had vindicated their independence of the House of Austria. He was earnestly and
honestly desirous of getting rid of the superstitions and abuses
with which in his native country the Roman Church was discredited; but he does not exhibit that profound religious
impulse towards reviving a personal relation with God which
was the moving impulse of the German Reformation. Consequently the Sacraments are to him only external signs and
symbols which must be freed of superstitious accessories; but
I
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they have no special preciousness in his eyes. To Lutherand to Calvin a1so in a great degree, but to Luther above allthey, with the Word of God, are the most precious things on
earth. They are the very touch of God's hand, the direct
message of Christ. Where they are administered, and two or
three are gathered together in His name, there is He in the
midst of them, dispensing His grace, offering forgiveness, or
bestowing His very flesh and blood to be the food of the soul.
They are, in the first instance, acts of God, not acts of man.
It is not we who offer anything to God in them ; it is He who
offers every spiritual blessing to us.
But this being so, no ceremony which does not rest upon a
similarly direct appointment of Christ could be admitted on a
level with the two Sacraments which did rest upon that
appointment. A state of life allowed in the Scriptures, a
ceremony due to the appointment of the Apostles, such as
Confirmation, could not for a moment be admitted as similar
in authority and importance to ceremonies which had Christ's
express word for them and with them. The distinction, therefore, between the two Sacraments and" those five commonly
called Sacraments," which is characteristic of all the Reformed
Churches, will be deemed of importance, just in proportion
as it is felt to be of importance to assert that principle of
direct relation to God, which lies at the root of the Reformation. Under the Romish conception, and others allied with it,
the Sacraments are channels through which a mysterious
spiritual force or grace is derived into the soul ; and, according
to the Roman system, that force or grace may be so derived
by the mere operation of the ceremony, without any apprehension by the recipient of his personal relation to Christ and
to God. Under that view, the conception of a Sacrament may
be indefinitely extended, and there seems no reason in the
nature of things why they should be restricted to the number
of seven. But the moment you regard it as essential to the
idea and the blessing of a Sacrament that it should be a direct
pledge and message from Christ to the individual-an act
continually repeated by His express command and in His
name-then the restriction of the number of ceremonies
properly called Sacraments to two becomes no arbitrary
arrangement, but a witness to one of the highest Christian
privileges. To put the matter in another form, which is
eminently characteristic of Luther's thought, the two Sacraments are ceremonies which embody words or promises of
God. They contain the whole word of God, the whole Gospel
in brief, and whoever believes the promises they bring
assuredly receives the grace so promised. God speaking to
men and giving to men, and men receiving in thankfulness
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and faith-this is the gracious reality which, according to the
reformed theology, the Sacraments exhibit.
It is unnecessary to follow out this view in detail in respect
to the Sacrament of Baptism. It is sufficiently illustrated by
the brief passage from Luther's larger catechism which has
been already quoted, and it is a happy circumstance that, if
we put aside tl:ie purely Zwinglian view and the exceptional case
of the Anabaptists, we may say that there was no material controversy among the reformers with respect to the blessing conveyed in baptism, or the means by which it is received. Baptism
gave rise, at all events, to none of that intense division which
was occasioned by the controversies respecting the Lord's
Supper. That sacred ordinance divided the Churches of the
Reformation at least as much as, alas ! it now divides ourselves. The controversies of those days are still alive among us,
and it is important to have some clear conception of the chief
views which. were then maintained.
Now, there was one point on which all the Reformed
Churches were agreed, and that was that this Sacrament did
not bear that character of a sacrifice, in some sense propitiatory, offered to God, which the Roman Church assigned to it.
That a sacrifice is offered in it was, indeed, admitted, but it is
a " sacrifice of ourselves, our souls and bodies," and there is
no sacrifice of a pro{>itiatory character in the act of celebration. That is the pomt at which the vital question respecting
the sacrificial character of the Eucharist arises. Is the act of
consecration a sacrifice? To say that there is a sacrifice of
thanksgiving connected with the celebration is one thing, and
is not denied ; it is distinctly admitted in the "Apology for the
Augsburg Confession." But what is denied is that the ceremony which our Saviour instituted, and in which His words
are employed, has a propitiatory, or semi-propitiatory character
as a Sacrifice. Melancthon's statement in that authoritative
document affords, perhaps, the clearest exposition of the teaching of the best Reformed Churches on the subject: "Sacraments," he says, under the Twelfth Article on the Mass, "are
~igns of the goodwill of God towards us, and are not simply
;igns of men among one another, and the Sacraments of the
New Testament are rightly defined as signs of grace. And
~here being two things in a Sacrament-the sign and the
word-the word of the New Testament is the promise of grace
-the promise of the remission of sins. As our Lord said,
This is My body, which is given for you; this cup is the New
restament in My blood, which is shed for many for the remission
>f sins.' The word, therefore, offers the remission of sins, and
.he ceremony is like a picture of the word, Ol!' seal . . . . It
vas instituted that the exhibition of it to our eyes might
22-2
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move our hearts to faith . . . . and to this end Christ instituted
it, when He bids us do this in remembrance of Him. For to
remember Christ is not the idle celebration of a spectacle, nor
was such a celebration instituted as a mere example .... but
it is to remember the benefits of Christ, and to accept them by
faith, that we may be renewed by means of them . . . . Then
comes the sacrifice. After the conscience, raised up by faith,
is sensible from what terrors it has been ·liberated, then it
earnestly returns thanks for the benefit and passion of Christ,
and uses the ceremony to the /raise of God, and by its
obedience shows its gratitude, an testifies that it magnifies
the grace of God ; . . . . and so the ceremony becomes a
sacrifice of praise." This is in harmony with the cardinal
idea respecting the Sacraments which we have been reviewing,
that they are acts of God towards us rather than acts of ourselves towards God. In the Holy Communion we" show forth
the Lord's death till He come," recalling and exhibiting to the
congregation the memorials of His death and passion, and so
assuring them of His love and forgiveness, in order that they
may lay hold of that forgiveness and love with ever-increasing
faith and fervour. That is one great o~ject of the Holy
Communion. By showing forth Christ's death it proclaims in
the most solemn manner the remission, for His sake, of the
sins for which He died, and encourages us to plead His merits
and rest upon them in seeking that remission from God. The
ceremony with the accompanying words brings from Christ
Himself an assurance that His body was given and His blood
shed for us; and it is our part thankfully to beliP.ve and to
accept that assurance, and in return for it to ofler our whole
souls and bodies to His service.
Such is the first gift, according to the reformed theology,
bestowed m the Holy Communion ; but there is another,
which is the chief subject of controversy among the Churches
of the Reformation--that of the Saviour's Body and Blood.
In what sense is that gift given? Here again we may put
aside Zwingli, as falling much below the level of the views
accepted by the Reformed Churches generally, even in his
native Switzerland. The real question lies between the
teaching of Luther and his followers on the one side, and
that of Calvin and his school on the other. The cardinal
point to which Luther held, in spite of all temptations and all
opposition, was that the very Body and Blood of Christ were
exhibited "in, with, and under," the forms of bread and wine.
Of the manner of the Presence he would say nothing, except
that Transubstantiation is unnecessary as an explanation, and
is unscriptural. He is concerned only with the fact that the
sacred Body and Blood are verily present, verily given, verily
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received, by the mouth. He can only say it is not a local
Presence, but a Presence beyond human understanding, which
he can only call "Sacramental." That latter word, however,
used in this connection, is but an evasion of the difficulty. It
simply says that the Presence in the Sacrament is such a
Presence as is possible in a Sacrament, and it does not take
us one step further.
The formal teaching of the Lutheran Church may, perhaps,
best be learned from the " Formula Concordire," which was
published in 1580. That formula was occasioned by the fact
that grave disputes arose, after Luther's death in 1546, between
the divines who regarded themselves as the special custodians
of his teaching and others who followed Melancthon. The
tendency of Melancthon had for some time been to soften
down the vehement statements of Luther on this mysterious
subject, and practically to assimilate the teaching of his
Church more and more to that of Calvin. The " Formula
of Concord " expresses the understanding arrived at by the
Lutheran divines in view of this and other controversies
respecting the main points in dispute. It thus embodied the
final result of these controversies, and has ever since been
one of the symbolical books of the Lutheran Church.
The following, then (quoting with occasional abridgment), are the affirmative principles which it lays down.
" We believe and teach," it says, "that in the Supper of
the Lord the Body and Blood of Christ are verily and
substantially present, and are truly distributed, and taken
together with the bread and wine. We teach that the words
of Christ's Testament are to be no otherwise received than as
they sound to the letter ; so that the bread does not signify
the absent body of Christ, nor the wine the absent blood of
Christ, but that by virtue of a Sacramental union the bread
and wine are really the Body and Blood of Christ. As to the
consecration, we teach that no human work, nor any pronouncement by the minister of the Church, is the cause of
the Presence in the Supper of the Body and Blood of Christ ;
but that this is solely to be attributed to the omnipotent power
of our Lord Jesus Christ. At the same time, we are unanimous
in teaching that the recitation of the words of institution should
be maintamed. . . . Further, the foundations on which we
rest in respect to this Sacrament are as follows: (1) That our
Lord is true God and Man ; (2) that the right hand of God at
which He sits is everywhere, and that in respect of His human
nature, as well as His Divine, He rules and governs all things ;
(3) that theW ord of God is not deceitful; (4) that God knows
various modes by which He is able to be present anywhere,
and is not bound to that particular mode of presence which
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the philosophers are wont to call local or circumscribed. We
believe, accordingly, that the Body and Blood of Christ are
received with the bread and wine, not merely spiritually and
by faith, but actually by the mouth ; not, however, in a
Capernaitic manner, but in a supernatural and heavenly
manner, by means of a sacramental union ; and that not
only those who truly believe in Christ, but even the unworthy
and the unbelieving, receive the true Body and Blood of Christ,
so, however, that they receive neither consolation nor life therefrom, but judgment and condemnation, unless they repent. We
condemn the opinion which maintains that the Body of Christ
is so included m heaven that it can by no means be present
simultaneously in many, or in all, places where the Supper
of the Lord is celebrated. We deny that the external
elements of bread and wine in the Sacrament are to be
adored. Finally, we reject and condemn the Capernaitical
manducation of the Body of Christ, which the Sacramentaries
maliciously allege of us, as though we taught that the Body
of Christ was torn by the teeth, and digested, like other food,
in the human body. For we believe and assert, according to
the clear words of the Testament of Christ, a true, but supernatural, manducation of the Body of Christ, as there is a
true but supernatural drinking of the Blood of Christ. But
this is a truth which no one can understand by the human
senses or by reason; wherefore in this matter, as in other
articles of faith, we submit our intellect to the obedience of
Christ. For this mystery is revealed in the Word of God
alone, and is comprehended solely by faith."
We cannot fail to be reminded, in perusing these statements,
of the su~gestion made by the present Archbishop of Canterbury in h1s recent Charge, that the views asserted by a certain
school in our Church at the present day are really Lutheran
in their character. But it will be observed that this statement asserts neither Transubstantiation nor Consubstantiation;
and it is important to remember that Uonsubstantiation is not
the formal doctrine of the Lutheran Church. For instance,
one of the most authoritative manuals of that Church, for
a long period after 1610, when it was published, was Leonhard
Hutter's "Compendium"; and in answer to the question, "In
what way are the Body and Blood of Christ exhibited and
received with the bread and wine in the Sacrament?"
Hutter axplicitly states: "Not certainly by Transubstantiation . . . nor does it come to pass by Consubstantiation,
or the local inclusion of the Body and Blood of Christ in
the bread and wine, nor by any durable conjunction, apart
from the actual use of the Sacrament. But it comes to pass
by Sacramental union, which, by virtue of the promise of
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Christ,_ pr_ovi~es that, when the bread is offered, the Body
of Christ 1s simultaneously present and truly exhibited · and
when the wine is offered, there is simultaneously truly p;esent.
and exhibited the Blood of Christ."
Now, certain important points will be observed in this
do.ctrine. which distinguish 1t broadly from every other upon
this subJect. In the first place, as contrasted with all other
doctrines of the so-called Real Presence, it has this important
characteristic: that, as Hutter states, no durable union is conceived to exist between the bread and wine and the sacred
Body and Blood. They are really present, but only in the act
of reception. There could, therefore, under this doctrine, be
no question of reservation of the elements, for there is nothing
permanently attached to the elements to be reserved. The
sacred food is present in the act of giving and receiving, and
in that alone. In the next place, although no attempt is made
to explain the nature of the conjunction at that moment, yet
it is deemed to be dependent on a belief, very difficult to
apprehend, respecting some sort of ubiquity, or ubiquitous
influence, of the Body of our Lord, derived from its intimate
conjunction with His Divine nature in the hypostatic union.
Luther was solely concerned to assert the fact that the bread
and wine, according to the literal sense of Christ's words, were
His Body and Blood ; and in the defence of that belief he
was led to dwell, in a manner which is in many resl?ects
instructive, on the intimate relation between the Divine
and the human natures of our Lord. There can be little
doubt, however, that the ubiquitarian view has a dangerous
tendency in a Eutychian direction ; and its close association
with the doctrine of the Real Presence, as taught by Luther,
exposed that doctrine to further attacks from the Swiss and
French Reformers.
Calvin accordingly propounded another theory, which is
far more profound than that of Zwingli, and which closely
approaches, in practical effect, the Lutheran view, without
involving its ubiquitarian difficulties. He started from the
declarations of our Lord in the sixth chapter of St. John's
Gospel, which he recognised as clearly teaching that a participation of our Lord's Flesh and Blood is essential to eternal
life, and he felt that the words in which our Lord instituted
the Lord's Supper must have been meant to declare that it
was a special means for that participation. But he considered
that such participation might be effected by spiritual means,
and that the virtue of the glorified Saviour's Body and Blood
might be communicated to the soul by the action of the Holy
Sptrit, in conjunction with the participation of the sacred
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elements. "The Flesh of Christ," he says in the" Institutes," 1
"is like a rich and inexhaustible fountain, which transfuses
into us the life which is supplied by His Divinity to itself."
"I confess," he says elsewhere, "that our souls are fed by the
substance of the flesh of Christ." He denied that faith
constituted the actual eating of the Flesh and Blood of Christ,
and considered the eating to be rather the effect and fruit of
faith. More particularly he says :2 "We cannot doubt that,
in accordance with the unalterable nature of the human body,
our Lord's finite being is contained in heaven, where it was,
once for all, received until He returns to judgment, and
consequently it seems inadmissible to suppose that He Himself
is contained under these corruptible elements, or that He can
be regarded as universally present in His human nature.
Nor is this necessary in order that we may enjoy the participation of Him, for our Lord bestows this benefit upon us by
His spirit, so that we become one with Him in body, soul, and
spirit. Tbe link, accordingly, of that conjunction is the Spirit
of Christ, by which we are conjoined with Him, and His
Spirit is, as it were, the channel by which is derived to us
whatever Christ is or has." Calvin, therefore, taught a real
participation of the Flesh and Blood of Christ in the Holy
Communion, by means of the supernatural operation of the
Spirit of God, in conjunction with the participation of the
Sacrament; and this is a doctrine which may well be regarded
as receiving countenance from the prayer in the ancient
Liturgies, by which the descent of the Holy Ghost upon the
Elements was invoked, "that they may become unto us " the
Body and Blood of our Lord.
But, however this may be, it is evident that the result of
the controversies respecting the Holy Communion during the
sixteenth century in the teaching of Calvin and of Luther,
who between them were predominant throughout the Reformed
Communions, was to assert in the strongest manner the fact
that the Holy Communion is a special means ordained by
our Lord for the participation of His Flesh and Blood, and
that it is thus a perpetual witness and for maintaining that
intimate union with Him and His Father, which, as we saw,
was the cardinal motive and object of the Reformation.
The effect, with respect to the Sacraments, was to restore to
them, in a degree which they had not enjoyed in the later
practice of the Church, the character of means of communion
with God. Communion had ceased to be, in the Roman
Church, the predominant characteristic of the Mass. It had
become an offering from man to God, less than a means by
1
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which God imparted Himself to men. The theology of the
Reformation re-established the aspect of the Sacraments as a
means of union and participation with the person and nature
of our Lord, and thus supplied a practical guarantee of the
reality of that union and communion.
HENRY WACE.
---~--

ART. IV.-THE AGE OF ORDINATION IN RELATION
TO THE SUPPLY OF CANDIDATES.

rrHE ordination statistics published by the Guardian 1 show
that there has again been a fall for the whole of the year
1901. The Deacons ordained in 1901 were 562, in 1900 they
1 January 22, 1902. The diocesan distribution of the Advent candidates
is there given as follows, the figures in brackets being those of last year :

Deacons.

Canterbury
York
London ...
Durham
Winchester
Bangor ...
Bath and Wells
Bristol ...
Carlisle ...
Chester ...
Chichester
Ely
Exeter ...
Gloucester
Hereford
Lichfield
Lincoln ...
Liverpool
Llanda:ff
Manchester
Newcastle
Norwich
Oxford ...
Peterborough
Ripon
Rochester
St. Albans
St. Asaph
St. Davids
Salisbury
Sodor and Man
South well
Truro
Wakefield
Worcester
For the Colonies
Totals

3 (4)
19
18
9
2
4
8
8
2
4
1
6
3
2

(12)
(9)
(14)
(2)
(6)
(9)
(8)
(4)
(4)
(7)
(2)
(1)

10 (9)
4 (8)
6 (10)
12 (20)
6 (9)

5 (3)
7 (4)
4 (11)
1 (1)
15 (14)
4 (5)
1 (2)
5 (2)
7

Priests.

6
4
18
12
9
1
3
6
11
6
3
4
6
4
2
14
7
18
13
31
9
6
3
12
27
5
3
5

5
2

7
4
5
4
.4

(6)
(2)
(4)
(10)
(2)

... 196 (204)

5
2
4
2
273

Total.

9 (10)
4 (5)
37 (3R)
30 (34)
18 (22)
3 (4)
7 (5)
14 (7)
HI (16)
8 (14)
7 (11)
5 (6)
12 (15)
7 (4)
4 (4)
14 (11)
17 (18)
22 (8)
19 (17)
43 (46)
15 (14)
11 (10)
10 (10)
16 (14)
1 (1)
42 (33)
9 (12)
4 (7)
10 (8)
12 (5)
2 (4)
12 (18)
6 (5)
9 (7)
4 (20)
6 (2)
469 (465)
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were 594. The Priests ordained were 605, and the grand total
for 1901 was 1,167, against 1,194 for last year. The fall at
Advent was in Deacons only, the number being 196 Deacons,
as against 204 Deacons ordained in Advent, 1900.
Unhappily, too, the proportion of Oxford and Cambridge
graduates continues to grow smaller. Of the 469 men
ordained at Advent rather more than 62 per cent. were
graduates of Oxford or Cambridge, as against nearly 65·6 in
1900. Of the grand total for the year the percentage was
only 55·5, as against 58·8 in 1900.1 This is a long way the
lowest percentage of the last ten years, and the fall is the
heaviest known for some time. In 1893 the percentage was
as high as 62·70. We are, in fact, getting perilously near the
period at which only every other man ordained will be a
graduate of Oxford or Cambridge, and that at a time when
the proportion of Nonconformist ministers who are graduates
1 The Guardian gives the following analysis of the educational
antecedents of the Advent candidates:
Oxford
•.. 147
Non-graduate
2
... 148
Cambridge
" "
Dublin
22
Durham
40
Non-graduate 14
London
11
1
" "
St. Davids, Lampeter
18
3
"
"
2
Owens College
University College, Liverpool
1
1
University of North Wales
Royal University of Ireland
7
Non-graduate
2
Melbourne University
2
King's College, London ...
12
London College of Divinity
8
St. Aidan's, Birkenhead . . .
5
Chichester Theological College
2
Gloucester
,
,
1
Lichfield
,
,
2
12
Lincoln, Scholre Cancellarii
St. Micbael's, Aberdare
1
Manchester, Schol. Episcopi
9
Salisbury Theological College . . . 1
Bishop Wilson Theological School
1
Truro, Scholre Cancellarii . . .
1
2
Queen's, Birmingham
1
St. Stephen's House, Oxford
...
1
Denstone
St. Nicolas, Lancing
·1
Mild en hall ; . .
. ..
. ..
2
St. Augustine's, Canterbury
2
C.M.S. College, Islington . ..
2
St. Boniface, Warminster ...
1
Literate
..•
..•
...
3
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of the older Universities is higher than ever and shows a tendency to rise.
The facts witnessed to by these figures are at last receiving
some attention. Several of the Bishops, by founding Theological Halls under their own immediate attention, doubtless
hope to attract an increasing number of graduates. In the
meantime the non-graduate theological colleges are not idle,
and the aim of the memorial to the late Rev. A. Peache is the
very practical one of reducing the fees at St. John's Hall,
Highbury, and offering exhibitions to worthy men. Such
agencies as the Ordination Candidates' Exhibition Fund are
endeavouring to enlarge their work, and there are some welcome signs that private endeavour is also being fruitfully
employed.
But we can hardly feel surprised if many thoughtful
Churchmen regard these measures as unlikely to do all
that is needed just now. It must be remembered that it
is not enough to stop the falling off in the provision of
candidates. That is only one step. For years the supply
has been unequal to the demand, not only to the demand
from incumbents, but to the demand of the population.
There are also the needs of the colonies and the needs of the
mission-field to be kept in mind. What we have to aim at,
therefore, is not merely a return to the figures, let us say, of
1892-although that would mean an increase at once of no
fewer than 166 Deacons-but such an advance as would help
to make up for the shortage of the intervening years. The
population has gone on steadily increasing ; the total number
of the clergy has steadily declined.
Now, is there any reasonable hope that the existing endeavours can, within a year or two, or even more, bring us
to this point or to anything like it? Surely there is none.
The most that can, at the present, be hoped for is that we
may " stop the rot," and keep up with the totals of the last
year or two. But, even if that were done, we should still be
going behind. We should have overtaken no arrears, have
got no nearer to catching up the population. Is it, then, enough
to rest content with the means at present employed to meet
the difficulty, to hope that the unexpected may conveniently
come to our aid, and that, for reasons not very apparent, and
in ways not easily traceable, the necessary men at last may
somehow come to us ? The innate conservatism of the English
mind and of the English Church may make such a policy
attractive, but it is not the policy which will long be possible.
M:ore than this is obviously needed. What can be done?
It is a little curious that more attention has not by this
time been given to the age of ordination as an important
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factor in the p~ol;>lem which fathers with. sons w~o think of
entering the m1mstry have to face. Is It not time to ask
how far the lowering of the age for the Diaconate would procure a larger supply of men, and whether, if it be probable
that it would, such a lowering of the age would be wise and
justifiable ?
Happily the subject is one which can be considered with
perfect freedom. There is nothing in Holy Scri{>ture which
suggests any difficulty in lowering the age. The Irght thrown
by the New Testament on the primitive Diaconate in no way
suggests an office for which the maturity of twenty-three as
compared with the youth of twenty-one is essential; neither
does Catholic tradition embarrass us with a fixed age. At
present our Church is at one with the custom of the Church
of Rome as settled for the latter by the Council of Trent, but
in the Greek Church the age is fixed at twenty-five. The
Reformation settlement in no way suggests difficulties,
but rather invites action. The first Prayer-Book of King
Edward VI. in its Ordinal required a Deacon to be twentyone. So did the Second Prayer-Book of Edward; so did the
Prayer-Book of Elizabeth. Nor yet is the question in any
way prejudiced by a unanimous agreement amongst the Church
of our day. We agree with Rome in putting the age for
the Diaconate at twenty-three ; but the American Church and
the Scottish Church return to the earlier age of twenty-one.
It is clear, therefore, that the subject is more or less open.
The age is to be determined by practical considerations, and
there is no reason why the limit of one century should necessarily be the limit of the next.
What are the practical considerations which suggest the
lowering of the age ?
They are mainly, no doubt, financial. The cost of sending
a son into the ministry of the English Church is in any case
considerable. At its best it implies an expenditure upon
training successively at a public school, at a University, and
at a theological college or hall. The sum total so expended
varies enormously, but even with the greatest care it means
much unless the candidate is well fitted out with school and
college scholarships. Now where the strain is most felt is
towards the end, for a young man may very well take his
degree at twenty-one. What is he to do until he is full
twenty-three ? The ideal is that he should address himself
to t.he serious study of theology, either taking it as a second
School .at Oxford or Tripos at .Cambridge, o~ by entering- a,
theologwal college, or by readmg at a foreign University.
But whilst the son is earning nothing it is only the few
parents who can stand this additional strain. It is probable
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that the colleges and clergy schools will soon offer inducements in the way of exhibitions more freely than is now the
case, but although this will do something it will not do all.
Instead of the ideal training, we know what often happens :
a certain number of young men spend a year or two at
home. They are supposed to be "looking around" - a
desultory occupation not without its special temptations. In
practice it comes very near that "loafing " which preparatory
and public schoolmasters had so pertinaciously fought against.
These men do a little reading for Orders, but until the Bishop's
examination is within sight it is usually very little; it is
mainly undirected, unsystematic, and as a result of very
uncertain and variable advantage. Others take for a time to
teaching-not a bad preparation if seriously regarded. But,
as the candidate knows he does not mean to be a schoolmaster,
he very rarely does take it seriously, and for this reason he
does not for th~ most part obtain much advantage from it.
As, however, assistant-masters are not, as a rule, underworked, his time is fully occupied, and he has little or no
opportunity of seriously reading theology. Thus it happenR
that a year or two years which might be of inestimable value
to a man both with the means and the inclination to use
them well are very often wasted. The candidate is in no
real sense a better candidate than he was at twenty-one or
twenty-two; perhaps, indeed, something of the freshness of
his resolve has been lost.
Now let us suppose that the age for the Diaconate were
twenty-one instead of twenty-three, the age for the Priesthood
remaining unaltered at twenty-four. At the son's age of
twenty-one something of the burden may be lifted from the
parental shoulders. I say " something " because it could not
be expected that under such conditions the stipend of a
Deacon should be upon the same scale as prevails at present.
The stipend assigned to a younger Deacon might not b~
enough for him to live on, but, whatever it was, by so much
would the cost to the parent be relieved.
That is one side of the question. There are other aspects
of the subject which must receive due consideration before
any definite conclusion can be reached.
1. There is the question of the candidate's call. There are
some who fear that ordination to the Diaconate at twenty-one
might mean the wide acceptance of men before their characters
were formed. Men, it is urged, would enter the ministry
without due forethought, trusting, perhaps, to a passing
impulse, or relying upon convictions which would not stand
the test of closer contact with the world. The result, if that
were so, would be a greater proportion of men who, in entering
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the ministry, mistake their vocation-men who all their lives
are more or less confessed failures-men who are the Church's
bad bargains.
There may be some danger in this ; but is it not the case
even now that the majority of men who take Holy Orders in
the normal way had made up their minds before they reach
twenty-one ? Parents, as a rule, are anxious that their boys
should come to some decision as to their profession or calling
as early as possible. A boy who is going into the navy must
know his own mind by twelve or thirteen; he can wait a
little longer before deciding about the army. The law and
medicine can also be held in suspense. Business or a branch
of science cannot too soon be settled on. In like manner it is
fairly certain that a considerable number of the candidates
for Holy Orders will always be those who from boyhood have
looked forward to such work. In their case is there any
ground for the fear that their final decision at twenty-one
would be less trustworthy than their decision at twenty-three?
2. There is the question of spiritual fitness. This raises the
question of the work which the Deacon has to do. It is
hardly to be expected that a young Deacon of twenty-one
should be competent to instruct from the pulpit congregations
whose spiritual experience and general mental equipment
may be far greater than his own. The same complaint has
been made about the Deacon of twenty-three, and, for matter
of that, about the Priest of twenty-four also. A Deacon's
work should be strictly confined within the limits assigned in
the Ordinal, and, if he may not preach, it is at least possible
that the congregation will derive as much profit from hearing
him read a printed sermon by another hand. The way in
which the distinction between Deacon and Priest is more than
half obliterated under present circumstances is responsible for
a good deal of the objections urged under this head.
3. The question of mental equipment is a little more
difficult. It is an undoubted and regrettable fact that, under
our existing circumstances, a Deacon is too often assumed
by the incumbent to have completed his education. He is not
expected or invited to work seriously at his books, save in so
far as they refer to the Bishop's requirements for the Priesthood. Some of the Prelates are doing their best to counteract
this evil by requiring Deacons to attend certain courses of
lectures. It is a prudent arrangement which might be extet;tded with great profit to the junior clergy. But in spite of
this Deacons under the present system spend too little time
on their books. Now if, with ordination at twenty-one, it
were to ~e assumed that the young Deacon's opportunities for
systematic study were. to be no more than they are at present,
such a change would mdeed be disastrous. The standard of
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learning amongst our clergy is not even now what it should
be; under the new order that standard would be very greatly
lowered, unless due care were taken.
But why should not care be taken ?1 The incumbent would
pay a lower stipend, and expect less in return. Would it not
be fair that the period between Deacons' and Priests' Orders
should be regarded as a time during which every young
clergyman was expected to undertake solid and systematic
study ? Why should it not be the business of the Bishop's
examining chaplain to direct their study, or of one of the
cathedral Canons to help the men in it ? If this view of the
Diaconate were accetted, instead of such change tending to
lower the educationa standard of the clergy it might rather
help to raise it. Possibly such a plan might have the
additional advantage of leading more of the clergy to continue
habits of reading, and that all who have considered the
intellectual side of modern clerical life will agree would be a
very genuine boon to the Church.
4. There remain some practical considerations. It may be
urged that clergy would not give a title to a man who could
not for two or three years get Priest's Orders. There is something in that. In some parishes where there is only one
Curate an incumbent will gladly put himself to the inconvenience of having only a Deacon with him for one year, who
might be unable to face the prospect of having only a Deacon
for three. On the other hand, there are incumbents who at
present find it extremely difficult to get a Curate at al'l.
Would they also decline to look at a younger Deacon because
it would be so long before he reached Priest's Orders ?
Against this doubt we might perhaps put the possibility of a
new class of Curacy rising up. There might be incumbents
who have not the work for, and incumbents who have not the
stipend for, a Deacon or a Priest under present conditions.
But they might be glad to have just so much aid as a younger
Deacon could give, and be able well enough to pay a proportionate stipend. Perhaps, too, some of them would feel a
peculiar pleasure in training a young mind in the opening
days of its ministry.
Doubtless other difficulties would be raised, and it is
possible that other advantages might also emerge. Balancing
the arguments for and against the change it seems at least
certain that a case is made out for inquiry. No one would
ask that a r~form of so serious a character should be carried
into effect without adequate thought and the fullest considera1 The Bristol Diocesan Magazine for February, commenting on such 11.
proposal, says: "We should think that such a plan might be worked in
a way not inconsistent with attendance at a Theological College for the
usual period" (p. 40).
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tion of the subject from all points of view. But as inquiry
and consideration must of necessity occupy some time, they
cannot too soon begin. It is not a subject which can be left
merely to the energetic support of the Church's volunteer
advisers. It is one of these cases in which Convocation, if it
were so minded, could be of real service. I say " if it were so
minded," for it must be confessed that the high hopes expressed at the revival of Convocation have hardly been borne
out. If the two Lower Houses had, for example, to show
cause why they should not again be relegated to silence, and
to prove by actual work done a right to continue in active
existence, they would not find the task an easy one. Now
here is a new .opportunity for them-a possibility of rendering
very real serviCe to the Church, and through the Church to
the nation. Let the two Lower Houses-and the two Lay
Houses also, if they will-examine fully the propriety and
wisdom of lowering the age for the Diaconate, and let them
do it as speedily as possible.
In truth, the who1e question of the supply of candidates for
Orders is so urgent, and present methods offer so little hope of
effectively changing the situation, that any reasonable project
calls for attentive and respectful treatment.
L. c. H. STOWELL.
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UIZOT, writing on the "Civilization of France" in the sixth
. cent~ry, des~rib~s Gregory of Tours as being "always,
w1thout his knowmg 1t, the truest painter of the manners and
1

Died during the lifetime of their father.
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events of this epoch." Perhaps it would be more correct to
say that Gregory supplies us with the requisite colours, but
that they have to be mixed with our own brains in order to
produce a lifelike portrait of the period. He is our chief,
almost our sole, authority for constructing a history of the
Franks, but his history has no chronological order. He sat
down, indeed, with the intention of recording events in the
order in which they happened, but the resolution soon failed
him, and his history quickly becomes a mere collection of
records without any system or proportion. His is a national
history written from a personal standpoint. Things. which
interested and concerned the author are assumed to be those
which were of the most importance to his nation and of the
greatest interest to posterity. Moreover, if at times the
colours are crude, we must console ourselves with the reflection that we are dealing, not with Roman or Byzantine
civilization, but with Frankish, not with the nineteenth but
the sixth century. For instance, there may be otium, but
certainly not combined cum dignitate, in Gregory's story
of the Bishops being invited to dinner by the Frankish King,
Gontramn, and after dinner being requested to sing a song.
To save appearances, their lordships demurred, but when they
saw the Kmg was firm and even threatening, each Bishop
sang his song, as Gregory says, ut potuit.
Christianity
amongst the Franks was" a rough diamond." Its manners,
its literature, its doctrines, do not present us with that purity
and refinement which we associate with the religion of the
Son of God. Society was a loose confederation of Gaulish,
Roman, Gothic, Frankish, Jewish, Christian elements, out of
which emerged the French nation, and Gregory of Tours
supplies us in his writings with the constituents of the subsequent amalgamation.
Gregory was born1 after 539 and before 544 in Auvergne.
His full name was Georgius (after his grandfather), Florentius
(after his father), Gregorius (after his great-grandfather,
Bishop of Langres). His mother, Armentaria, was granddaughter of this Bishop. By birth he had connection with
municipal and ecclesiastical life. His father and grandfather
were of senatorial rank. His uncle Gall us was Bishop. of
Auvergne, and through his grandmother, Leocadia, he traced
his descent back to Vectius Epagas, the first of the martyrs
in Gaul, described by his neighbours2 as 7TapateA.7JTO~
1 Odo, his biographer, places his consecration in 573, and he was nearly
thirty years old then. But in "De Mir. S. Mart.," iii. 10, he writes:
"Tempore quo (mater) edidit me, dolorem in uno tibile musculo incurrit.
Post ordinationem meam advenit Turonis, . . . discessit dolor . . . qui
per triginta quatum· annos feminam fatigaverat."
2 Eus., "Hist. Eccles.," v. 1.
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Xptunavwv. All but five Bishops of Tours were of his
family, so that the position might be regarded almost as
hereditary. 1 Auvergne, the birthplace of Gregory, occupied so
secluded a position among the mountains that it had been
little influenced by the Roman occupation of the country, nor
by those hordes which swept on from the East to the richer
prizes in Spain and Italy. It seems, from the frequency with
which the statement is made by ancient biographers of
eminent men, that it was an established principle amongst
them that there can be in childhood no spiritual piety unless
· it be accompanied by physical infirmity, and that this intirmity must be cured in a miraculous manner, thus furnishing testimony to the invalid's piety. Gregory, according to
his biographer, was no exception to this auspicious conjunction. His health breaking down under his studies, he was
carried to the tomb of St. Illidius, where he promises to take
Orders if cured. Considering that all his education was conducted from the very beginning with a view to ordination,
this narrative intended to bring out at once the piety of
Gregory and the goodwill of the saint, may justify us in
regarding with suspicion both the vows and the cure. His
studies were entrusted to Gallus, and on his death to Avitus,
and he describes them as follows: "Not the flight of Saturn,
nor the rage of Juno, nor the lusts of Jupiter, and the other
abominations do I remember. Despising all these things as
those which quickly ruin, let me apply myself rather to things
divine and evangelical, for I do not desire to be bound ann
entangled in my nets." Nevertheless, it must not be supposed that he was utterly ignorant of profane literature. At
the time of his writing his history he had read the Epistle of
Sidonius, the songs of Prudentius and Orosius, Virgil and
Sallust in part, Pliny and Au lus Gellius. But we must postpone further observation on the literature of the age, sacred
and profane.
In 573, when he was about thirty years old, Gregory
was consecrated Bishop of Tours, in succession to Bishop
Euphronius. Here we may conveniently pause to make one or
two remarks upon the system of orders in the Frankish
Church. According to strict rule, a man must have been a
reader ten years, subdeacon five years, deacon fifteen years,
and priest twenty years before he was qualified to become a
Bi8hop. But these periods could be shortened in consequence
of extraordinary sanctity or illustrious deeds, miracles, or the
favour of the King. All these " exceptions to the rule " combined to bring about the rapid promotion of Gregory. Again,
we may ask, How were Bishops elected amongst the Franks ?
In view of present controversies on Church reform, the in-
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quiry is one of considerable interest. The election was made
by the clergy and people of the city. The Bishop-elect or a
deputation of the electors took the instruments of election to
the King, who, if he approved, signified his assent by letter to
the. Metropo!itan. f!e was then con~ecrated by the Metropoht~n (or his commissary) and the Bishop:; of the province.t
But It would be too much to expect. that m those disturbed
times the rules would be scrupulously observed by all parties.
When the .electm:s were not ~nanimous, or when the Bishopelect was displeasmg to the Kmg, the latter would send his own
nominee to the Metropolitan with a certificate of his fitness, and
the consent of the citizens would be obtained as a mere matter
of form, after the consecration, upon the Bishop's first entrance
into the city. This uncertain exercise of their respective
functions led to constant friction between Church and State;
even an appeal to the Bishop of Rome as arbiter gave the King
the pull over the Church, inasmuch as it could only be made
licentia regis. The power of the Metropolitans declined,
councils were less fregyent under the Franks, and Bishops
applied direct to the Kmg for the settlement of their disputes.
For instance. Leontius, Metropolitan of Bordeaux, convened
and presided over a council at Saintes (A.D. 563). This
council deposed Emerius, Bishop of Saintes, because he had
entered upon his see on the appointment of King Chlothaire,
and without the Metropolitan's benediction (Cblothaire was
now dead, being succeeded by his son Charibert). The
Council had elected Heraclius m place of Emerius, but on
Leontius approaching Charibert to confirm the deposition of
the one and the appointment of the other, the King was
furious, and replied : "Thinkest thou there remaineth none of
the sons of Ch1othaire to defend the actions of their father,
because these Bishops have, without our assent, ejected him
whom his will elected ?'' Leontius was fined a thousand gold
pieces, and the other offending Bishops in proportion.
Where so many were allowed to have" a finger in the pie,"
it naturally offered a strong temptation for each party to get
the largest share. Hence, intrigue and wire-pulling were
frequently resorted to. For instance, upon the death of
Gallus, Bishop of Auvergne, Cato was elected by the people,
1 Council of Orleans (A.D. 549), Canon 10: "Cum voluntate regis, juxta
electionem cleri et plebis, sicut in antiquis canonibus tenetur scriptum, a ·
metropolitano, vel quem in vice suo prremiserit, cum comprovincialibus
pontifex consecretur." Confirmed by Council of Paris (c. A.D. 558),
Canon 8: ''Null us civibus invitis ordinetur episcopus, nisi quem populi et
clerico1·um electio plenissima quresierit voluntate; non principis imperic>,
neque per quamlibet conditionem contra metropolitani voluntatem vel
episcoporum comprovincialinm ingeratur."
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and at once entered upon his duties. But the Bishops, who
had come to the funeral of Gallus, felt their authority had
been slighted, and offered to uphold Cato only on condition
that he would accept consecration at their hands. They
pointed out that the King (Theodobald), being a minor, the
nobles might elect a rival to the see. Cato coldly replied: "I
have ascended the clerical ladder according to canonical law.
I was ten years a reader, five years I ministered in the subdiaconate, fifteeen years I served as a deacon, and twenty
years I have enjoyed the honour of the prieRthood (presbyterii)." Thus rebuffed, the Bishops departed in eum vanam
gloriam execrantes. However, the Archdeacon Cautinus
secretly went to the King, announced the death of Gallus, and
persuaded the King to appoint him to the vacancy. In the
struggle for possession which ensued Cato eventually emerged
the victor; but we can well imagine that the defeated party,
especially in those undisciplined times, would not receive
their "father in God" with becoming cordiality, nor that the
plotting and scheming, charges and counter-charges, would
conduce either to the dignity of the office or the loyalty of
the people.
Gregory, however, entered upon his episcopate in peace.
He found plenty of work demanding his attention. A great
fire had devastated Tours, and many churches, baptisteries,
and basilicas were destroyed. Euphronius, the predecessor of
Gregory, began the work of restoration, and Gregory carried
it on with great energy. He devoted special attention to the
Church of St. Martin, built by the saint himself. It was
160 feet long, 60 broad, and 45 high, having 120 columns and
52 windows. His energy was not satisfied with rebuilding.
He adorned it with gold nnd silver, and decorated the walls
with pictures illustrative of the saint's life; he enriched it
with relics which were indispensable. These relics were
put into jars and placed in the very structure of the "altar."
It was forbidden to place the relics on the "altar." The
tomb of St. Martin, like other tombs of saints, was covered
with a pall. Drinking cups and fredre were arranged upon
it in the form of a pyramtd. Usually this was surmounted
with a cross, a dove being an additional embellishment.
St. Martin's, however, was distinguished with a crown. The
Church of St. Martin was the most celebrated " sanctuary "
for criminals, sharing the privilege with St. Hilary's of
Poitiers and St. Remigius' of Rheims.
But the times were too disturbed to favour the arts of peace.
A Bishop of Tours could not, even if he would, stand apart
from secular affairs. When Charibert died in 567, his three
brothers divided the kingdom between them, Gontramn,
the eldest, fixing his capital at Orleans, Sigibert, the second
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brother, at Rheims, and Chilperic, the youngest, at Sens. Chilperic became dissatisfied with his share, and attacked Sigibert
by laying siege to Tours and Poitiers in his brother's kingdom
while Sigibert was engaged on an expedition against the Gauls.
" He burnt the churches, destroyed monasteries, killed the
clergy. . . . There was greater lamentation in the churches
at that time than in the persecution of Diocletian." In this
feud Gregory sided with Sigibert, and for this Chilperic never
forgave him. During the lifetime of Sigibert, Chilperic could
make no headway, but on his brother's death by assassination
in 575 Chilperic became master of Tours, and from that time
till the King's death at the Battle of Cala in 584 quarrels
between them never ceased. This cordial hatred is very
strongly marked in Gregory's summary of his enemy's reign
and character, and proportionately discounts its accuracy and
worth. He describes him as "the Nero and Herod of our
time." He laid waste large tracts of land with fire and sword,
and the sight filled him with delight, just as Nero sang
tragedies when his palace was burning. He unjustly punished
men in order to seize their estates. Very few of the clergy he
promoted deserved the episcopate. He composed some weak
verses "with no feet to stand upon," and with the "quantities " all wrong. He had also compiled other little works,
such as hymns and masses, with no sense in them whatever.
He assiduously blasphemed the priests of the Lord, and held
up the Bishops to ridicule and jest. He declared his own
power in the State was gone, and had passed into the hands of
the Bishops. The vows which he had taken in church he
broke, and transgressed the precepts of his father. No one
could conceive anything in lust or luxury which he did not
put into practice. He racked his fertile brain for new ways and
means to injure the people. If he found anyone at fault he
ordered his eyes to be torn out, and added : "i::li quis prrecepta
nostra contempserit, oculorum avulsione mulctetur." Gregory
displays very little of that love for your enemy which Christianity demands. Happily, Chilperic's character does not
depend solely upon this estimate. Doubtless his bad points
were more numerous than his good ones, but something may
be said for a man who releases his enemy (Brunechild, widow
of Sigibert), and bestows upon her gold and silver; who
endows the Church with large gifts; holds friendly intercourse with those who successfully withstood his attack, viz.,
the citizens of Poitiers; is lenient towards his great enemy
(Gregory), and does not avenge slanders against himself, viz.,
those of Bishop Charterius. Time only widened a breach
which Gregory took no pains to reduce. Gontramn, having
slain Theodebert, the son of Chilperic, fled in fear of his
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father to the Church of St. Martin. Chilperic demanded his
surrender ; Gregory refused. Fresh fuel was added to the fire
by Gregory supportin~ Merovech against his father in his
.designs upon Tours. After the death of Sigibert, Merovech
married his widow Brunechild. Chilperic commanded his son
to take orders, but Merovech refused, and, instead, raised the
standard of revolt, and drove out Count Leudastes,l whom
Chilperic had appointed as Governor of Tours. War was
declared between father and son, in which Merovech, like
another Absalom, was slain. In this family feud Gregory
supported Merovech, and its disastrous issue (for Merovech was
Chiiperic's only son) would not dispose the King to regard in
a friendly manner any who had upheld such unfilial conduct.
But the matter did not stop here. Prretextatus, Bishop of
Rouen, who had performed the marriage service over Merovech
and Brunechild, was charged with having received money
from Brunechild, and with having distributed it as bribes on
behalf of Merovech, as well as with exacting oaths to support
· him. Terrified by the threats of the King, the Bishops of the
province left him to his fate, and he would have been punished
with loss of Orders and anathema had not Gregory interposed
and obtained the milder sentence of penance and exile. This
only exasperated his enemies, and they conspired to effect his
overthrow. Count Leudastes and Subdeacon Riculph, who
was aiming at a bishopric, accused Gregory to Chilperic of
slandering his wife Fredegund; but the King was too astute
not to see its hollowness, and a verdict of acquittal, resulting
from an exposure in open court of their hatred and malice,
would only strengthen the influence of Gregory with tbe
people. However, Chilperic so far yielded to the entreaties
of Fredegund as to suomit the case to a Council of Bishops.
It was unanimously agreed that the witness of an inferiOr
person against a priest could not be accepted, but that for the
sake of concluding the King's business, although contrary to
the canons, Gregory, after the saying of Mass, should take an
oath at three altars that he was innocent of the charge.
Leudastes was banished and Riculph excommunicated.
Chilperic and Gregory were so far reconciled that the King
invited the Bishop to his palace to dinner, and showed him his
wealth (A.D. 580).
We may be pardoned for dwelling longer upon this case of
Prretextatus, as it affords a good insight into the manners
and opinions of the times. It has been ungallantly said that
wherever there is mischief, a woman will be found the cause.
It must be confessed that it was so in this instance. Brune1

He had risen from the position of stable-boy.
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child, the widow of Sigibert, is described as " elegans opere,
venusta aspectu, h~mesta moribus atque decora, prudens consilio
et blanda colloqmo." Before her marriage with Sigibert she
was an Arian, but love or amb~tion was stronger than dogma,
and she renounced her heresy m favour of the Frankish law
which required that all their princesses should confess th~
orthodox faith in the Trinity. 1 Of these charms and accomplishments Merovech, became enamoured and although "contra
fas legemque canonicam," married her who was both his uncle~s
widow and his mother's sister. 2 Prretextatus was cited to
appear, and justify himself in having officiated at an illegal
marriage. "An ignarus eras, qure pro hac causa Canonum
statuta sanxissent." Other charges were preferred against
him. " Hostem filium patri fecisti, seduxisti pecunia plebem,
. . . voluisti regnum meum in manum alterius tradere."
He was charged with using Brunechild's money to bribe men
to assassinate the King. The Frankish nobles were so
maddened against him that they wanted to stone him there
and then. The trial was held before forty-five Bishops in the
Basilica of St. Peter, and it was with difficulty that the sanctity
of place and person was preserved. The real, almost the sole,
bulwark against his condemnation was Gregory, and this, if
possible, the pa.rty of Leudastes tried to break down. On the
night of the first day of the trial, "when the nightly hymns
had been sung," Fredegund sent a message to Gregory, offering
him 200 pounds of silver if he would withdraw from defending
Prretextatus. He spurned the bribe with the utmost disdain.
"Not for 1,000 pounds of gold and silver will I change
my mind or act contrary to the Canons." Next morning the
Bishops, although the judges, repeated the offer, and it was
again haughtily rejected. The trial proceeded. Prretextatus
admitted distributing the money, but denied the motives
attributed to him. But now a fresh crime was alleged against
him. He was accused of pillaging Brunechild's wardrobe!
The defendant confessed to having taken two out of the five
parcels into which her "things" had been packed, but had
had no time to restore them to her. A wordy warfare ensued,
in which the King acknowledged himself ben ten. The Bishops
who were trying the case cut a sorry figure, ueing afraid either
to acquit or condemn. At length it was agreed that Prretextatus should throw himself upon the King's mercy, and it was
1 This law held true also of Frankish princesses who married foreigner~.
Bertha, Queen of Ethelbert, when Augustine landed in England, was a
Frankish prince~s, daughter of Charibert, King of Paris, and retained her
orthodox faith, though married to a heathen. Hence her favourable
attitude to the Roman missionaries.
2 Chilperic married Galsuintha, sister of Brunechild.
On her death he
married Fredegund.
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promised him on the part of the King that he Rhould receive
a merciful sentence. Throwing himself upon the ground, he
cried : " Peccavi in cmlum et coram te 0 rex misericordissime:
ego sum homicida nefandus: ego te i~terficere volui." Then
the King prostrated himself at the feet of the Bishops, saying:
" Audita, 0 piissimi sacerdotes, reum crimen execrabile confitentem !" Distressed to tears at the sight, the Bishops lifted
the King up, who retired to his house, and sent them a book
of the Canons, to which he had attached an appendix of his
own,1 "habens canones qu,asi apostolicos." Amongst these
last-mentioned Canons it was laid down that " a Bishop,
being convicted of murder, adultery, or perjury, shall be
expelled the priesthood." The King demanded that the
offending Bisliop's robe might be rent, and that Ps. cviii.,
" qui maledictiones Ischariothicas continet," might be recited
over his head. This form of degradation Gregory opposed, as
violating the King's promise that nothing should be done
contrary to the Canons, and consequently Prretextatus was
condemned to imprisonment, to be followed by exile for a
short period. This light sentence aroused all the malice of
Fredegund's nature, and she resolved to satiate it both upon
Prretextatus and Brunechild. Her first plan, indeed, was a
failure, but the failure of it in no way mitigates the fiendishness of its conception. Her scheme was to strike at Brunechild through the Order to which Prretextatus belonged.
Hevenge, moreover, must not only punish, and punish in the
most stinging manner, it must bring the utmost possible
recompense to the avenger. Now, Merovech had been slain
in battle, and Merovech bad been the only surviving son of
her husband Chilperic. His other son had also fallen in
battle. Childebert was the only son of Brunechild; therefore
" eye for eye, tooth for tooth," Childebert for Merovech. But
who shall perpetrate the murder ? The assassins must be
found amongst those in Holy Orders, because Prretextatus
was a Bishop. Actually two clergy were found sufficiently
corrupt to accept from the hands of Fredegund "the price
of blood " and two poisoned daggers. The plot was happily
discovered; the Queen'!! dastardly accomplices were tortured
and executed. Vengeance, however, if frustrated, was not
abandoned. One Sunday in 586 A.D., during the chanting
of the Psalms, Prretextatus was stabbed, while sitting in his
stall in the Church of Rouen. Some months later a council
was summoned to investigate, amongst other crimes, this one in
particular. A murder, equal in atrocity to that of Thomas a
Becket at Canterbury, or of Peter de Castelnau on the bank
1

"In quo quaternio novus annexus."
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of the Rhone at a later age, should have excited throughout
Western Christendom the utmost horror and indignation. It
is eloquent evidence of the punitive power of the Church
at thi_s t~me th~t no punishment whatever for this outrage
was mfhcted either upon Fredegund or her accomplices.
Brunechild and Fredegund " are fit heroines for the most
sanguinary of the Teutonic sagas, in which they appear
much distorted and amidst different surroundings, but with
a manifest parentage of fact and suggestion. They were
mortal enemies, and it would be hard to say which was
the more implacable, but perhaps Fredegund's crimes were
the most fiendish and unprovoked. . . . We shall look in
vain through history for a woman capable of more deliberate,
sustained, and successful murders than those by which she
carved her path to the throne, advanced the cause of her
husband so long as it suited her that he should live,
removed every possible rival to her son Chlothair, and transferred the crown from father to son, as soon as Chlothair had
reached what in those days was regarded as the age of
militant manhood." 1
H. J. WARNER.
~--

ART. VI.-THE PLACE AND WORK OF EMANCIPATED
WOMANHOOD.
proposing, as a member of the committee on
I REMEMBER
a Diocesan Conference, certain subjects more or less suitable for discussion, of which one was, "The place of women in
Church." A layman, also on the committee, at once thundered
out, "Woman's place ? In the back seats !" To which the
reply was obvious : "But if they will not stay there ?" And
this declares just the state of things with regard to women in
the present day. They will not take the back seats, either in
Church or anywhere else ; they will come to the front. We
hear continually of woman's emancipation, of woman's claims,
of the equality of the sexes. A woman's revolution menaces
our ancient Universities, and women have already claimed their
right to a share in that o'l'le only department of" wrangling"
which," before," man's exclusiveness had deemed peculiarly his
own. As magistrates and guardians, and even as churchwardens, they "rise with twenty weighty reasons on their
tongues, and push us from our stools." Into the domains of
coarseness, and even into the Zola preserves of mere filth, the
woman-novelist presses. We have lady doctors--in America,
" Reverend" ladies-compilers even of a "Woman's Bible,' '
1 "

The Franks," by Lewis Sergeant.
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in which Eve is complimented for not having rather succumbed to the temptation of beautiful dresses, than to that
of godlike knowledge; and in which, as the type of feminine
endurance and wisdom, is put forward-the ass of Balaam !
Subordination is being disclaimed by wife and daughter, and
Gladstone's famous predecessor (I allude, of course, to Ahasuerus), if he, in the present day, were to issue his edict of
Home Rule, recorded in the last verse of the first chapter of
the Book of Esther, might evoke only derisive defiance. The
Summer Fantasy1 of Tennyson, which appeared just fifty
years ago, has become in great measure a reality, and women
own, nowadays, more than one " College like a man's,"
though, happily, not yet have they prevailed on "our old
Halls to change their sex." And although (at least, in my
limited experience) we see not in the lady's colleges
" Prudes for proctors, dowagers for deans,
And sweet girl graduates with their golden hair,"

but rather spectacled severities, and forms and faces dedicated
to Learning-and not grudged to her by Love.
Among the many changes, for worse or for better, of" Great
Victoria's golden reign," which began as a monarchy and ended
as a monarchical republic, this change in the position and
attitude of the woman is one of the most startling. Now, the
clergy are deeply concerned in the change. They should be
pre-eminently the teachers of the nation, in the exercise
of t-he Master's commission to not only feed (fJo(nwv), but
to "shepherd " (7Tatf.LalvHv) His flock. Their influence
should extend not only to religion and morality, but also
to decorum and seemliness in those committed to their
care, even as St. Paul thought it not beneath an Apostle's
dignity to speak of the dress of women, of the fitness for
them, in worship, of the veiled head, and of the ado'rnment
to them of shamefastness and modesty. This being so, it
seems right that the clergy should take into consideration
what should be their attitude towards this woman's question,
what their influence over it. How far it may appear their
duty to stem the advancing flood; how far to direct it into
proper channels, and, with the setting of proper bounds,
to encourage its advance.
In the first place, I think we must own that through man's
masterfulness, and, it may be, jealousy and want of true
appreciation of the requirements, physical and mental, of
women, and of their capacities, women were, even sixty years
ago; too much kept "in the back seats.''
1

"This were a medley! We should have him back
Who told the' Winter's Tale' to do it for us."
P1·incess : Prologue.
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So Lilia, in " The Princess," being twitted with the great
doings of a heroine of the past, has some right in her retort :
"Quick answered Lilia : 'There are thousands, now,
Such women, but convention beats them down;
It is but bringing up-no more than that;
You men have done it; how I hate you all!
Give us for teaching all that men are taught,
We are twice as quick'!"

And, indeed, woman has her roll-call of celebrities :
"She
That taught the Sabine how to rule, and she
The foundress of the Babylonian wall,
The Carian Artemi~ia strong in war,
The Rhodope that built the pyramid,
Clelia, Cornelia, with the Palmyrene
That fought Aurelian, and the Roman horde
Of Agrippina."

And sings of woman the woman's Laureate:
" Her privilege, not impotence,
Exempts her from the work of manHumbling his proper excellence.
Jean d'Arc led war's obstreperous van,
No part of policy or pride
Does Heaven from her holding grudge ;
Miriam and Anna prophesied,
In Israel Deborah was judge,
Bow many Christian heroines
Have blest the world, and still do bless;
The praise their equal courage wins
Is tenfold tbro' their tenderness.
" If man, in war, fear none as foes,
Before disease the brave will pale;
But woman fearless frontage shows,
Headed by Florence Nightingale !
"And, ab! sad times, gone by ,I denied
The joyfullest omen ever seen,
The full-grown lion's power and pride
Led by the soft hands of a Queen !"

Women, we may own, were too much kept back in the early
part of this century. But certainly we are now brought face
to face with the opposite evil. The somewhat over-restrained
espalier is in danger now of growing into rank, ungraceful
excess of wood, from which the blush of the blossom and the
refreshment of the fruit are apt to become conspicuously
absent.
The clergy-provided incomes be left them sufficient to
make a married clergy still a possibility-should rear in their
1

Revived in "Great Victoria's golden days."
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homes sweet English maidens of the true old strain; physically
and mentally healthy, mens sana in corpore sano; natural,
sweet, and serviceable; acceptable to God and man; wise
concerning good, simple concerning evil; unseared by foul
literature; fearless for the truth; exacting chivalry from
mankind1 ; without prudishness, yet not cheapening their
society ; in no least way mannish ; with sweet lips, free from
smoking and from slang; womanly, yes, gentle-womanly. It
is a pity that we have taken up the inapt word "lady," which
is correlative to " lord," and dropped the sweet feminine of
"gentleman." (This Ruskin deplores in his lovely book for
youths and girls, "Sesame and Lilies.") We shall wisely
allow many things that our fathers disallowed, but we shall
guard against liberty running to seed in license. Good
daughters we shall rear; helpful and amiable sisters; women
modest and wise in counsel, gentle and firm in rule in woman's
department-Christian Maidens, thus full of promise to make
the perfect Wife. So that with such a one,
"Seeing her so sweet and serviceable,"

it may fare, as fared it with Enid, when Geraint thought and
said, seeing Yniol's daughter:
" Here, by God's grace, is the one maid for me !"

But "these are generals," you may complain. "Come to
particulars, man!"
Let us consider, then, what should be our ideal, to inculcate,
of woman's place (1) in the Church and in the parish; (2) of
woman's place in the world at large.
I need not here emphasize, with regard to her, the department of her Home. This is surely, it must be granted, her
peculiar sphere. As wife, mother, mistress, she must take
her place, and no one can assume her part. The loss of a
wife, of a mother, ought to be the severest loss a home can
experience. The loss of a wise and judicious father leaves,
as Steerforth lamented, a terrible want. But the very nature
of his work precludes his constant supervision and superintendence at home. I have seen a forlorn old cock on a
branch, sheltering under his wings, with rueful exr>ression,
a motherless brood. It was a pathetic sight, but the poor
old male bird, with his many calls during the daytime, could
look neither- after the wants nor the behaviour of the giddy
young chicks in that daytime, nor guard them from prowling
fox or hovering hawk.
1
Set>, further, my "Old and New Century Bells" (Wells Gardner,
Darton and Co., 1901).
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Woman's special sphere, then, is the home. Her function
there is that taken by Patmore for the title of his book; she
should be "The Angel in the House." She may indeed be
an angel of either kind-a Demon of discord, or a Messenger
of peace ; a factor of dissension, or a minister of love; a maker,
or a healer of wounds.
At home indeed she may be and should be"The best half of creation's best,
The heart to feel, its eye to see;
The crown and complex of the rest,
Its aim and its epitome."

Indeed, for all that need be said as to woman's place in the
home I may refer to poventry Patmore's poetry, and to the
eulogium, never, I trust, to become out of date, of wife,
mother, and mistress in the closing chapter of the Book of
Proverbs.
In the Church, women are coming out of the "back seats."
We hear now of female churchwardens. I own I do not like
the idea, nor think it should be encouraged. Better officers
they would make, I do not deny, than many of those now
installed, caring little for the Church, and, often, not even
Communicants. Still, at any rate, if a man can be found apt
and fit, I should certainly give the preference to the old
custom. We must remember that one of the duties of a
churchwarden is to keep order-it may be among brawlers and
unruly young men-in the church. This does not seem to my
mind to be woman's work.
In one of my curacies a lady sometimes collected the money
at the Offertory. I own that it had to me an unnatural, if
not unseemly, appearance. Why? Well, perhaps because
something of a retiring modesty, which we love to see in the
woman, or used to love to see, seemed incongruous with the
open and public solicitation.
Let that pass. I do not see anything that should not be in
a vicar's daughter, after a Celebration-while he is attending
to the vessels, etc., he having no server-stepping from the
vestry through a side-opening into the sanctuary, and taking
flagon, alms-bags, etc., to put by so as to save time. I must
protest against the idea, which seems with some clergy to
obtain, that it is a sort of desecration for a female to enter the
Sanctuary. We think of them as far purer than are men,
and certainly our Lord in person found no pollution in their
ministry nor in their adoring touch. No, not in that of the
poor penitent who laved His feet from the fountain of her
heart, and dried them with the woman's glory.
We may as well take in any instance that is of kin to our
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subject. Should maidens sit in the choir-stalls, and be, in
fact, of the choir ; and if so, is a special garb for them desirable? Certainly here, if there be without them treble voices
sufficient, I would relegate them, at any rate, to the back seats
as assessors; but where these trebles are not found I cannot see
anything ecclesiastically wrong in maidens assisting to lead
congregational singing (which should be our ultimate aim),
and sharing the privilege of the other sex in dedicating to God
"the best member that we have." And I think a white cloak
and college cap might be conceded. Certainly we, with no
demur, accept the services of lady organists and lady precentors.
The question may here come in," Are women in our day,
contrary to St. Paul's dictum, to be suffered to speak in the
Church ?" Believing in the permanency of the rules of the
Book given to us through Prophets and Apostles, I say,
Certainly not. I am aware that a woman modern critic,
carrying out the corrective and "probability" criticism of
the day, on being reminded of St. Paul's rule, "I suffer not
women to speak in the Church," retorted, "Ah yes l But in
that place Paul forgot to add, ' I speak as a fool.' "
But, out of the Church's walls, should we set our face
against the speaking, lecturing, and teaching of women?
I think that here we must discriminate, hardly, however,
venturing to draw a hard-and-fast line. I cannot say that it
seems to me feminine 1 for a woman to speak from political and
secular platforms, and to jostle, on subjects out of her peculiar
province, with the man. And this although I own that to
the unmarried femme sole. owner of estate or farm, it does
seem that woman's suffrage should be conceded. It seems
absurd for the field-labourer to possess it, in his ignorant
unfitness to enjoy the privilege of misusing the vote-power
given to him, while his mistress, cultivated and with education, has it denied to her. Nor do I think that personal
considerations would more powerfully sway the emotional
nature than it does the (in the case of the field-labourer) fallow
mental faculty.
But to return to our maidens. With regard to secular
platforms, then, I would still apply the old saying of Homer:
" Ill fits it female virtue to be seen,
Alone, indecent, 'mid the haunts of men."

But what shall we say concerning subjects peculiarly within
the woman's province, and concerning religious teaching, at
any rate, outside the walls of the Church : such teaching in
1

A word I fain would keep, pace the twentieth century.
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the school, in the terit, in the mission-room ? I think few
would be bold enough to forbid the work of a Mrs. Marsh, of
an Ellice Hopkins, of those other ladies who are, in our own
day, exercising such wonderful influence over our soldiers,
militia, ,and sailors; over our village and town lads, also, in
the Bible-class and the night-school. Here, surely, we do
allow teaching, even in the form of earnest address and exposition, also the reading of prayers and the leading in thanksgiving
and praise. I think, in woman's teaching, a certain fitness of
things will show the way to the mean betwten restraint and
license.
There are subjects, painful and tainted, whose discussion
and treatment yet especially concern woman. There is the
unjust unevenness of the balance held by society in its estimate
of the deviation from the path of virtue-a deviation regarded,
in the one case as ruin, in the other, as more than venial, even
as a thing of course. This can hardly be otherwise (from the
world's point of view) from the very nature of things. There
is, indeed, an implied homag-e in it to woman; a relic of the
worship of the days of chivalry. 'Man, coarse man! what
matters (men ask) a stain more or less on the rough Oak ?
But on the Lily the case is different. Man we know as man
merely. But man's thought loves to place woman among the
angels, so that
,
"When she falls, she falls like Lucifer,
Never to rise a!!'ain !"

But abstractedly, and from the point of view of the sin of
it, there seems, and is, an injustice. Should not, then, the
woman protest? Now, I maintain that the protest, somewhat
unsavoury, of the lip and the pen, may be rendered less
necessary by a silent protest, which is entirely in the woman's
power. Let her, as she can in society, insist on chivalry
among men. Let the chartered libertine find no charter from
her, as a guest in her home, as a suitor of her daughters-no,
not were he ten times a lord or a millionaire.
In truth, we must blame woman's laxity and cheapening of
herself-must, I say, blame also, sometimes, the wiles of the
woman-for the low standard of chivalry, of purity, at any
rate in our country parishes.
There has been much difference of opinion as to woman's
work in the parish, especially that of the parson's wife and
daughters. Mrs. Creighton would seem to speak of the parish
as having almost the first claim on the time of the wife,
mother, and mistress. To this I should demur. Others
deny that the parish has any claim : a woman does not
marry a man to become his curate. For my part,j I
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would earnestly advise any zealous young priest who
thinks of taking to himself a wife to most carefully avoid
the girl who could think or talk of interest in the Master's
work, not to speak of its being also that of her husband, in a
way so flippant, selfish, and un-Christlike. Let the wife be
shunned who would regard with distaste or with indifference
the chief and dearest interest in life of her husband. Such a
one-whereas a true and sympathetic helpmeet would double
his influence for good and incalculably lighten his toil-such
a Gallio-wife will do him incredible harm, will hamper and
hinder his efl"orts, will undermine his influence, and, it may be,
ere the end, make the man himself half-hearted and a shirk.
Here, again, the truth lies in the mean. Let the wife be
"True to the kindred points of Heaven and Home."

Let the one point of the compass be fixed firmly in the centre.
She need not then fear to enlarge the circle embraced by the
other.
It is more than time to end. We must not dwell at length
generally on what the clergy, what parents should disallow,
what permit, in woman's new relation with the world. Here,
again, old Horace may help us with his well-worn dicta: "Est
modus in rebus; sunt certi denique fines." The line was drawn
far too hard and fast, we must, 1 think, concede," in the days
when we were young." I remember that it was unfeminine to
skate; I have read of the astonishment of the artist, Millais,
on seeing a girl playing the violin. It was, I believe, thought an
over-fast thing for a woman to be seen in a hansom cab. I know
not how our grandfathers would have looked at lawn-tennis
or golf for girls. I myself was, I own, together with many
who are not quite fogies, yet much set against the bicycle for
maid and matron. However, the thing became no longer
singular and conspicuous, conditions which (though I grant
there must be pioneers) I dislike for women. And since I saw
no harm in tricycles for them, it seemed at last an absurdity
to hold out as to the number of wheels when once the machine
had been adapted to modest feminine attire. It was urged
once, I recall, by an indignant matron, "That the Virgin Mary
would not have used one." Well, we don't know! Certainly
she would not if they be immodest. But are they ? I
decided not .
. Then in. our day girls whistle ; only boys did this, in my
time. I disliked the innovation. But before demurring I
put to myself the query, "Why not? What is there, per se,
m the act of whistling unfeminine or objectionable? I really
could ~nd no a~swer, so held my peace.
Agamst certam attempts of the new woman I set my canon
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inflexibly. I like not men in women's places. Still more I
dislike the unwomaned woman. Any occupation, any position,
any practice, which is unwomanly I condemn. And an innate
fitness of things will, I maintain, decide here. Place the statue,
side by side of the Farnese Hercules and that of the Ven us de
Medici, and say whether God meant no distinction to obtain
between the functions and department of man and woman.
'fhe female soldier or policeman, the female legislator or
magistrate, these I cannot allow. The female guardian of the ·
poor I love not to see. Female "cricketers" (I do not include
girls playing together in the home field), female footballerswell, I would settle the question, so far as cricket goefl, and show
the farce by setting Ricliardson to bowl at them! Man's dress,
coming to zenith of horror in the " rational costume " of
"women-or what have been those gracious things "-in
cycling-of this I wholly disapprove. The fast ~irl, or the
horsy woman ; let neither men, nor girls, nor bookmakers
endure them. Slang from a girl's cherry lips is odious, unendurable. Smoking ! Ah, let not the lips of his lady-love, as
she whispers a soft "Yes" into her lover's ear, recall to him
the odour of the stale pipe that hangs in the rack in his
bachelor-room !
In fine, let the woman remain the woman, the girl the girl.
We want to raise us, to help us, and comfort us, something
different from ourselves: the woman, not a bad and secondhand imitation of the man. 1 Let, then, in this woman-question
of our day, the influence of the man, especially of the man of
God, be
"To clear away the parasitic forms
That seem to keep her up, but drag her downTo leave her space to burgeon out of all
Within her; let her make herself her own
To give or keep, to live and learn, and be
All that not harms distinctive womanhood."

J. R.
1

VERNON.

"For woman is not undevelopt man,
But diverse : could we make hence the man,
Sweet love were slain ; his dearest bond is this.
Not like to like, but like in difference."

---<3>~---
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Good Friday.
GOOD FRIDAY.
THE MIND OF CHRIST.

to the depths beyond the birth of days,
BACK
Ere the world was, and earth's created things,
Faith flies on reverent Fancy's eager wings;
And marks heaven's glassy sea with mirrored rays
(Where the great throne of God in glory stays),
Stirred as by warning breeze or bursting springs,
When turned to man, with sympathy's far gaze,
The loving mind of the blest King of kings.
From that eternal moment, ever near
And nearer drew that strange entrancing fear ;
The lowly birth, life's emptying, glory's loss,
Gethsemane, the Passion, and the Cross !
To-day He reached, touched, passed the solemn goal.
And He shall see the travail of His soul!
A. E. M.
---<1>~----

CQ!:ht ctlonth.
HE question of marriage with a deceased wife's sister has again been
forced upon the attention of Church people. The passage of the
T
Bill through Parliament, if facilities could be obtained for it, is perhaps
certain; but that should not keep Churchmen from using all fair methods
of opposition as in times past. Recent circumstances have very gravely
increased the danger of it being carried into law. The fact that such
unions are permitted in some of the Colonies will be increasingly employed as an argument for legalizing them here at home. It is the kind
of argument likely just now to weigh heavily with many perRons who
have no very deep convictions upon the subject. Yet it scarcely seems
possible that a change so grave as that of altering our law of marriage
should be made in the partial and fragmentary manner contemplated by
the present Bill. If Parliament is to attack the question, it should do so
at the bidding of responsible ministers, fully, comprehensively, and with·
out regard to personal aspirations or individual anxiety. It is too grave
a matter to rest with a private Member, or merely to be tinkered at.
Nothing is so likely to inform the people of the country of the true
aspects of this controversy as an attempt wholly to reconstruct the
marriage laws. The consideration of the subject in the York Convocation Upper House was marked by a discussion which showed that the
Bishops are not quite at one in their way of looking at the question,
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The session of Canterbury and York Convocations passed over without
much work of real importance being done. The Convocations-so far
at least as their public proceedings showed-were without any definite
information as to the Education proposals of the Government, although
it is probable that their members had, like other people, heard some dis.
turbing statements foreshadowing a measure of disappointment. The
Southern House of Laymen again usefully considered the question of
the lay franchise. No doubt the attainment of the conditions which
would create the necessity for a lay franchise is some way ahead, but the
time spent on the discussion of the subject is by no means wasted. Some
day the franchise will be a reality, and its conditions are surrounded by
so many difficulties that it would be the height of folly to defer the consideration of the subject until the day of privilege (or of need) actually
arrives. The general tendency of all discussion of the subject is already
far more useful than was at first the case.

The objections raised by the Church .Association and other Protestant
organizations to the confirmation of the Bishop-elect of Worcester
(Dr. Gore) resulted in clearing up the doubt which had so long hung over
the ceremony. Once more these agencies have rendered real service to
the Church by obtaining definite statements of the law. .As a matter of
fact, few persons who had read the Statute of King Henry VIII. which
rules the subject had much doubt as to which way the decision of the
Court would go. The case for the objectors was very learnedly and ably
put, but in the face of the Statute it was hardly to be expected that the
objectors would succeed. It will probably be agreed, however, that so
long as there was any doubt as to the right of objectors to appear and be
heard, it was just and fitting that they should appear and make their
claims. So far as evangelical and moderate Churchmen are concerned,
the constitutional principle laid down by the Court is not one to which
they gravely object. Some aspects of the position created are discussed
hy a contributor in the present number of the CHURCHMAN ; but there
is, on the whole, a disposition to think that the force of public opinion
will always be strong enough to avert anything like grave public seandal
in the exercise of the Crown's authority. In regard to this it may be
useful to cite the reference of the Lord Chief Justice, in his judgment,
to this plea. He said: "We have nothing to do in this application with
any question of the refusal or unwillingness on the part of an .Archbishop
executing his high office to refuse to confirm or consecrate; the .Archbishop would do so upon his own responsibility, and incurring the risk of
prwmuni1·e contemplated by the statute. No question was or could be
raised before us upon the argument of these rules as to the consequences
of such an act. I mention this because, both in the argument in Bishop
Hampden's case and in the argument before us, what appeared to me to
be extravagant ~uggestions were made of the .Archbishop being compelled
to confirm as Bishop a man who was not a priest in Holy Orders, a person
under the age of thirty, a Jew or Turk, a pronounced infidel, or one
having some other obvious disqualifications; and there is a strong passage
in the judgment of Mr. Justice Coleridge, page 604 in 11 Queen's Bench,
and page 405 in J ebb to the same effect. We are not dealing with any
such case, and, in my opinion, these considerations do not assist us. We
have only to read the history of the last hundred and fifty years, or of
our own time, to know that the choice of persons to fill the high office of
a Bishop is a matter of most anxious consideration by the Crown, and
that advice is given by those who are most competent to guide in the
election of fit persons."
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After devoting two afternoons to a full discussion of the subject, the
Council of the Church Association decided not to appeal against the
judgment of the Court. This decision had been very widely anticipated,
and will approve itself to the Church at large.
The annual attack on the Church in Wales was made in the House of
Commons this year under circumstances which enabled it to escape with
defeat by only a modest majority. But the figures were of no real
significance. Mr. Asquith resumed his connection with the subject, but
neither be nor any of the speakers had any novelty to urge. It is still
true that the proposal to disestablish the four Welsh dioceses is wholly
illogical, without support in history, and without excuse in the face of
the industry and zeal of the Church to-day. It is usefully pointed out
by the National Church for February that modern progress in the four
Welsh dioceses has been of a very distinct character: " The provision for
public worship increased from 42~,000 sittings in 1895 to 456,000 in 1900.
Communicants rose from 129,000 to 137,000 in the same period, whilst
in the five years ending 1900 the Church in Wales raised over £1,290,000
for religious purposes, exclusive of a large amount for hospitals and
other philanthropic objects, and in addition to a very considerable
aggregate sum composed of individual contributions sent direct by
Welsh Churchmen to Central Church Funds, and therefore not included
in parochial or diocesan accounts." 'fhe organ of the Church Committee
for Church Defence and Church Instruction is, however, amply justified
in reminding us that the debate and division should severely di8courage
the complacency into which some Churchmen seem disposed again to fall:
"As the leaders of the Imperialist Radicals, no less than those of the
Irish Nationalists, together with Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman and
his supporters, all voted in favour of the Disestablishment resolution, it
would appear that an attack on the Church unites all sections of the
present Opposition. A leading Churchman, speaking at a recent Church
Extension meeting in the Diocese of Lichfield, concluded his remarks by
saying : 'They used to hear a great deal about the Disestablishment of
the Church in Wales, but now it was dormant, and they might even hope
it was extinguished for ever.' The resolution and division in the House
of Commons last week must have given a shock to the easy optimism of
this gentleman and that of so many other Churchmen and women all
over the country. We trust that this feeling has now been 11haken, and
will soon be entirely dispelled."
The first set of statistics from the forthcoming Year-Book of the
Church-those dealing with the voluntary contributions of the Churchreach us too late for adequate discussion in this number. The net result
is a gain of about £8,000 on a total reaching nearly £8,000,000. This
time the items showing a loss exceed those in which there is a gain. We
shall return to the subject when the other tables of statistics are available.
In the meantime there is already ground for the prote~t of the Record
against the loose way in which the figures of this and other Year-Book
returns are used by some Church authorities :-"We honestly believe that
in many cases it is because people have not the figures of previous years
at hand ; but, whatever the cause, the result is the same. People are
~e~ to believe that the condition of their Church is very much better than
1t 1s, and they act accordingly. It is to be hoped that we shall use our
knowledgawith more candour, and wrench ourselves free from the tendency
to self-deception. The returns give an infinity of trouble to hard-worked
clergy, and the cost of the Year-Book must be a heavy strain on the
S.P.C.K. If the facts are worth gathering, worth all the labour of
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digesting and arranging, and worth the money spent upon them, surely
they are also worth the care necessary to their intelligent comprehension
and their fair presentation to the minds of others."
There have been no striking developments of the Ritual Controversy
of late. It is said with some show of authority that the Bishop of London
has personally visited all the churches in his diocese in which reservation
is practised, and has "regulated" the custom. It is also understood that
the Bishop of Rochester has bad some success in dealing with those of
his clergy who used extreme practices, rmd that only one incumbent has
wholly refused ob6dience. At the same time it must be confessed that
the position is still so bad as to be almost intolerable. A book compiled
for the use of Members of Parliament, and privately printed by the
Rev. the Hon. W. E. Bowen, shows by a mass of fresh evidence that
within a few miles of the Palace of Westminster the most painful irregularities still prevail, whilst a selection of passages from Ritualistic manuals
is equally eloquent as to the doctrines taught at such churches. In some
quarters there is a growing conviction that the little band of irreconcile·
abies must before long either join the Church of Rome in a body or
found a little schism of their own. One of the Bishops most likely to
know something of their temper thinks that the latter alternative is the
more likely to be accepted by them. In the interests of the English
Church the crisis and its solution cannot come too soon.
The month of February is one in which there is always much talk as
to the finances of the great societies. Those which complete their year
with December can then say how they stand, and those which end it
with March 31 are getting more or less anxious as to the result. There
is too much reason to fear that we are face to face all around us with
lowered incomes. The C.P.A.S. has received a gift of £10,000 for
special work, and the A.C.S. is raising a second Quinquennial Fund of
£10,000 ; but both Societies want a larger annual income. It is always
dangerous to forecast the income of the C.M.S., but at least it is safe to
say that the Society has so jealously guarded its expenditure that something will be gained that way. The societies which more especially
minister to the needs of London have suffered a good deal, and undenominational agencies have their sorrows no less than those of the
Church. In the meantime the work of raising some large sums of
money-such as that for the Peache Memorial in connection with
St. John's Hill, Highbury, and the fund for the new premises of the
Home and Colonial Training College-goes steadily on.

----&----
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DEAN SPENCE ON EARLY CHRISTIANITY AND
PAGANISM.
Early Christianity and Paganism. By the Very Rev. H. D. M. SPENCE,
D.D., Dean of Gloucester. London : Cassell and Co., 21s.
Dean Spence is one of those writers whose happy task it is to
popularize historical records which might otherwise obtain but little
recognition from the general reader. It is a task for which his method
and his picturesque style are well adapted, and it is a task which he
appears to discharge with real enjoyment. His n~w book is just the kind
of work which men and women, who revolt from Church history, as
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presented to them through the ordinary channels, will receive with
pleasure and read with grP.at profit to themselves. Dean Spence deals
with that astonishing period in which Christianity, from being the faith
of a minute and obscure sect, became the faith of the Roman Emperor
and Empire. People acquainted with the slow progress of Christian
missions to-day often in ignorance assume that it has ever been so.
They do not understand the extraordinary story of the first three centuries of the Christian era. Many, too, have heard something of the
noble constancy with which Christian men and women within that
period died for the faith; but few, perhaps, have been able to survey
broadly the field of conflict between oppression and faith. It was the
effort of Paganism, which glorified the Present, to crush out the teaching
of a new principle which preached the recollection of the Future ; it
was the struggle of Materialism against the faith which taught that the
concerns of the Spirit were of more importance than those of the flesh.
Dean Spence usefully shows how keen was the struggle which intellectual
Paganism made against the advancing tide of Christianity, and how
persecution cannot then, or in later ages, always be traced to the mere
enmity of an evil nature for the pure and the good. Dean Spence
handles with becoming caution the records of early saints and martyrs,
but, without using undue credulity, presents a vivid picture of their
testimony to the faith.
This book is handsomely got up and is well illustrated. It ought to
find a large circle of appreciative readers.
MR. GALTON ON OUR ATTITUDE TO ROMB.
Our Attitude towards English Roman Catholics and the Papal Court.
ARTHUR GALTON, B.A. London: Elliot Stock, 2s. 6d. net.

By

Mr. Galton's manual is an addition to the promising series entitled
"The Church's Outlook for the Twentieth Century." It is the work of
one who, as he tells us, "has known English Romanism from within;
who accepted the Papal claims in his youth, but who was compelled to
reject them by fuller and more accurate information. My experience of
English Romanists leads me to the same conclusions which I have
gathered from historical investigation. I admire and honour individual
English Romanists ; I abhor that foreign and mundane organization
which, as I think, deceives them by religious pretexts and professions."
This passage gives us the keynote of the whole book. It is first and
foremost a historical survey, rapid as a matter of course, but still taking
in much detail, and marked occasionally by an element of the picturesque.
In this survey Mr. Galton is always at pains to mark the distinction
between the English Church and the power seated at Rome. Perceiving
that distinction in history, he is the better able to sympathize with the
modern Romanist in England who, often enough, retains a good deal of
the old characteristic distrust of the Vatican, and is occasionally hard
pushed to reconcile his loyalty to the throne with loyalty to his spiritual
potentate.
.If excuse were needed for the publication of such a work as this, it
m1g~t readily enough be found in the astonishing ignorance as to the
relat10~ of the English Church to the Church of Rome which prevails
on all sides. Many Nonconformists (and, it is to be feared, some Churchpeople al~9) steadfastly hold the theory that down to the time of the
Reformat10~ the only Church in England was the Church of Rome
that at the tu;ne of the Reformation the Church of Rome was expelled ;
and that Parbament then set up (with the moneys of the other Church)
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a brand-new organization, called for the first time the Church of England.
This volume is an admirable corrective to such views. It clearly states
the various sources of British Christianity, and as clearly presents for us
the early development of the Papal power at Rome. The struggle of
the English Church with Rome in pre-Reformation times ; the meaning
and character of the Reformation; the attempts to overthrow the Reformation and snatch the throne from Elizabeth-these stages of the
history of the Church and the nation are lucidly and vividly described.
Of the Papacy as it is to-day Mr. Galton entertains no hope ; on the
contrary, he fears that those parts of the Empire in which it is most
powerful will increasingly find how serious an obstacle it presents to the
cause of civil liberty and social progress. We have our own objectlesson near at home in Ireland, and certain recent events in Australia
suggest that some of our experiences may be repeated there. Mr. Galton
has not dealt in any great detail with the position, aims, and methods of
the Roman Church in England. Some day, perhaps, he may find time
to discus!.' this aspect of the subject. Meanwhile he has given us a
very useful and a very readable volume.
CANON MASON ON CONVERSION.
The llfinistry of Conversion. By ARTHUR JAMES MASON, D. D. London:
Longmans and Co., 2s. 6d. net.
This little volume belongs to a series entitled " Handbooks for the
Clergy," the purpose of which is to offer to clergy and to candidates for
Holy Orders some help and advice as to their responsibilities and opportunities. Canon Mason's choice of the subject of Conversion is perhaps
another reminder of a certain change which is coming over the minds of
thoughtful and devout people to-day. Whilst some preachers, High
as well as Low, have not ceased to bear witness for the need of repentance and a new heart, there has long been a tendency to neglect these
truths-to treat of God as a Father and not as a Judge; to handle the
question of sin either with vagueness or tenderness, or both; and, in
fine, to adopt a line of teaching which had scant room for a proclamation
either of the Law or the Gospel. To this we may fairly attribute something of that weakening of the sense of sin which is now admitted to
exist on all sides. In the face of it there is a refreshing tendency to
revive older and better methods. Of that tendency we think we see one
sign in this volume. For Canon Mason stands boldly for the need of
conversion, the conversion not only of the profligate and the sinner
whose condemnation is in every mouth, but also the conversion of the
religious formalist and of the man who is confident of his own moral
position. The relation between Baptism and Conversion is frankly
handled thus :
"Can we reconcile the doctrine of the new birth in baptism with the
statement that all men need conversion? Yes; there is no conflict
between the two things, unless conversion is interpreted after a special
and restricted and arbitrary manner. Taken in its broadest sense, as the
bringing of the soul into a right relation with God, conversion is necessary if baptism is not to havl:l been received in vain. Baptism is no
substitute for conversion. Baptism is a matter of spiritual endowment;
conversion is a matter of the will. It does not avail the soul to have
received the most rich and priceless of privileges if the will prefers to
remain in estrangement from God. What is this but to say, with
Hooker, and with all right reason, that sacraments are 'moral means'
by which God acts upon us, and not non-moral means, which in this
instance would really be immoral means, bestowing salvation irrespective
of character?"
Canon Mason's attitude towards Confession is sympathetic, as would
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be expected, but he utters some wise cautions against its undue use, and

he,:'X~~ly contrite soul, which has found its way to the living Saviour,
and felt the touch of His hand, in the sacred privacy of direct dealings
with Him, and is walking in His ways within the unity of the Church,
has a right to believe itself absolved and justified from past sin and set
right with God forthwith. No one may trouble the peace of such a
believer or break in upon it with demands of a more outward kind. It
is not wholly unnecessary even now to protest agamst the intrusions of a
wrong kind of sacerdotalism, such as would bar the free approach of
God's children to their Father, and would question the truth of their
forgiveness if it be not dispensed by the hand of the accredited minister.
With the utmost earnestness and jealousy we ought to maintain these
rights and liberties of the Christian, which are at least as well worth
dying for as any of the other rights and liberties which martyrdom has
championed."
This is a book which we cannot help thinking should be of much value
amongst the members of the school of thought to which its author
belongs.
THE BISHOP OF SALISBURY'S "STUDIES."
The Minist1y of Gmce : Studies in Early Church History, with Reference
to Present Problems. By JOHN WoRDSWORTH, D.D., Bishop of
Salisbury. London: Longmans and Co.
The Bishop of Salisbury's book is composed of the addresses given
during his fifth Triennial Visitation, here revised, and with one considerable addition. His aim has been to consider some of the problems of
modern Church-life in the light of ancient history. The Orders and
Minor Orders of the Church, the Calendar of the Church, the Celibacy
of the Clergy, and the Lord's Day, are some of the topics discussed
in detail. The general treatment is, as we should expect, that of sober
Anglicanism. The Bishop's attitude in regard to the ministry in its
origin is in distinct conflict with the theory which makes episcopacy
essential to the being, and not merely to the well-being, of the Church.
In regard to the celibacy of the clergy, Dr. Wordsworth brings out, not
merely the want of Biblical warrant for such a demand, but also the
grave practical disadvantages of the system. 'l'he discussion on woman's
work is interesting and suggestive, but it may be duubted whether there
is any real advantage in more widely extending the distinction of women
workers aS" persons holding ministerial offices of a kind. Dr. Wordsworth propo8es a bold and sweeping rearrangement of the Calendar,
with recognition of the modern saint as well as of traditional festivals.
But his principle of selection seems curious. Here, however, as, indeed,
in every part, the book repays the attention of the reader, and will help
him to a more judicial consideration of the problems it discusses.
In a Minstel· Garden . .A Causerie. B.y CHARLES WrLLIAM STUBBS, D. D.,
Dean of Ely. London : Elliot Stock.
Dean Stubbs has written a very delightful book-one of those charming contributions· which are not easily classed, but are not the less entertaining on that account. Here we may learn much of the Minster which
dominates the book, and here of such thoughts and studies as may fitly
dwell under its shelter. Here are reminders of those strong feelings in
regard to social affairs which we have learned to associate with Dean
Stubbs, and here, too, is the thread of a love-story, helping to link
t~ese discursive chapters together. Readable as the text is, the illustratl<~ns are equally attractive. They give us some striking views of the
Mmster and the Deanery Garden. The volume is tastefully got up and
1hould be welcome M a gift-book.
'

